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NOTICE

This report documents work performed under the sponsorship of the Consejo De

Seguridad Nuclear of Spain. The information in this report has been provided

to the USNRC under the terms of an information exchange agreement between the

United States and Spain (Technical Exchange and Cooperation Agreement Between

the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Consejo De Seguridad

Nuclear of Spain in the field of reactor safety research and development,

November 1985). Spain has consented to the, publication of this report as a

USNRC document in order that it may receive the widest possible circulation

among the reactor safety community. Neither the United States Government nor

Spain or any agency thereof, or any of their employees, makes any warranty,

expressed or implied, or assumes any legal liability of responsibility for

any third party's use, or the results of such use, or any information,

apparatus, product or process disclosed in this report, or represents that

its use by such third party would not infringe privately owned rights.



ABSTRACT

Experiment L?-FP-2 was conducted on July 9, 1985, in the Loss-of-Fluid Tesz

(LOFT) facility located at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory MINELL.

The LP-FP-2 ex~eriment was the final excerirnent in a series =f eig'-t

experiments conducted under the support and direction of the objectives oi1 rne

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The ob~etives of

the experiment were to obtain information on the release of fission products

from fuel rods at temperatures in excess of 2100 K (33202F), and to observe

the transport of these fission products in a vapor/aerosol dominated

envirornent from the primary coolant system (PCS), through a simulated low

pressure injection system (LPIS) line, to a blowdown suppression tank (BST).

The thermal-hydraulic conditions specified for the experiment were based on a

V-sequence accident scenario. The emergency core cooling system CECCSIO injec-

tion was delayed until the specified temperature limits on the center bundle

thermal shroud were reached, thereby obtaining the desired time-at-tamperalture

condition for fission product release and tranport. The reactor was then

brought to a safe condition with full ECCS injection.. Specially designed

fission product measurements were made in the PCS, LPIS, and BST during the

transient, with some measurements continuing for several weeks following the

experiment. Fission products were detected at all measurement locations;

however, tne vast majority of 'the released fission product activity was

contained in the PCS liquid following the experiment. In addition, it was

observed that large quantities o f control rod aerosol material were deposited

in the lower sections of the upper plenum (near the top of the core).

This docum~emt presents the thermal-hydraulic posttest analysis of the

experiment conducted 3t Spain by using the RELAP5/MCD2_ and SCDAP/MOD1 computer

codes.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Experiment LP-FP-2, conducted on July 9, was the second fission product

release and transport experiment conducted in the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT)

facility at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory under the auspices of

the Organization '&Or Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD 11. The

principal objectives of the experiment were to determine the fission product

release from the fuel during a severe fuel damage scenario and the subsequent

transport of these fission products (in a predominantly vapor/aerosol

environment) in the primary coolant system.

The thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions for fission product release and

transport were generated by a simulated interfacing systems loss-of coolant

accident (LOCA), a hypothetical event labeled the V-sequence. The specific

interfacing systems LOCA that was simulated during experiment LP-FP-2 involved

a pipe break in the low pressure injection system (LPIS), also called the

residual heat removal system (RIMS). The system thermal-hydraulic and core

uncovery conditions simulated those calculated to occur in a four-loop

Pressurized Water Reactor- (PWR) from rupture of an RHRS pipe as a result of a

V-sequence accident. The transient was initiated by a reactor scram followed

by the insertion of the central assembly control rods (designed to provide

typical control rod behavior and potential aerosol material during the

transient). A break l ine in the intact loop cold leg (ILCL) was opened to

start the depressurization. A second break path, which simulated the LPIS

line, was opened in the broken loop hot leg. The intact loop cold leg break

was then closed in accordance with the Experiment Operation Specification

(EOS) procedures; however, the subsequent system depressurization was slower

than calculated and the pressure remained too high for operation of the

fission product measurement system (FPMS). Therefore, in accordance with the

EOS procedures, the power operated relief valve (PORV) and de ILCL break lines

were opened to assist in lowering the system pressure. Before fission product

release, both the PORV and the ILCL break lines wiere closed. Consequently,

only the LPIS line was opened during the transient w*hen fission products were

released from the core. The core was allowed to uncover and to heatup until a

high temperature trip on the outside wall of the center fuel module (CFM)

shroud was reached. By that time, the estimated peak fuel temperatures in the

CT!' exceeded 2100 K (33209) for 4,5 min. The emergency core cooling system

(ECCS) was then activated to reflood the reactor vessel and recover the plant.
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Comparison with the measured data shows that the passive lin~k between

RELAP5/!40D2 and SCDAPIMODI. s an excellent tool. to .simul.ate -he

thermal-hydraulic behaviour of LP-FP-2 experiment. The timing and exzent of

the core thermal response is closely calculated, with the exception of rthe

lack of steam starvation in the upper parts of the center fuel module. This

discrepancy results from a larger than calculated center fuel module steam

flow which, in turn, is judged to be Caused by a greater than calculated

primary system pressure during the severe core damage period of the transient.

This lower calculated system pressure is thought to be due to some

inconsistency in the LPIS flow: either a code deficiency or an unaccurate LIS

line nodalization.

The LP-FP-2 experiment was successfully accomplished and represents the second

fission product experiment performed in LOFT and the last experiment in the

LOFT-OECD program. To date, it is the only severe fuel, damage experiment

performed in an integral facility where fission product' release, transport,

d1eposi~tion phenomena, and thermal-hydraulic conditions, were simultaneously

measured throughout the primary coolant system (PCS) and simulated LPIS line

of a scaled pressurized water reactor (PW/R). The data from this experiment

have shown to provide a very valuable information fer assessing the ability of

computer codes for calculating the effects and consequences of similar

accident scen~arios at large ?WP~s (LP'iRs).
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FOREWORD

This report represents one of the assessment/application
calculations submitted in fulfilment of the bilateral
agreement for cooperation in thermaihydraulic activities
between the Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear of Spain (CSN) and
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Assessment and Applications Program (ICAP) of the US-NRC whose
main purpose is the validation of the TRAC and RELAP system
codes.

The Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear has promoted a coordinated
Spanish Nuclear Industry effort (ICAP-SPAIN) aiming to
satisfy the requirements of this agreement and to improve the
quality of the technical support groups at the Spanish
Utilities, Spanish Research Establishments, Regulatory Staff
and Engineering Companies, for safety purposes.

This ICAP-SPAIN national program includes agreements between
CSN and each of the following organizations:

- Unidad E16ctrica (UNESA)

- Uni6n Iberoamericana de Tecnologia E16ctrica (UITESA)
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ABREVIATIONS, ACRONYMIS, AND NOTATION

BL Broken loop

3LCL Broken loop col leg

SLHL Broken loop hot leg

BST Blowdown suppression tank

CFX Center Fuel module

,CPU Central Processor Unit

d Day(s)

DAVDS Data acquisition and visual display system

DIRC Data integrity review committee

EASE Experiment Analysis Summary report

ECCS Emergency core cooling system

EOS Experiment operation specification

.SD Experiment specification document

2F Degree fahrenheit

ft Foot (feet)

FP Fission Product

FPMS Fission product measuremernt system

F3 Fission product Filter 3

g Gram

h Hour(s)

HL Hot leg

HPIS High pressure injection system

-ID Inside diamter

ILCL Intact loop cold leg

in. Inch

INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

K Kelvin

kg Kilogram

Wd Kilowatts

L Liter

LOCA Loss-of-coolant accident

LOCE Loss-of coolant experiment

LOFT Loss-of-Fluid Test

LP Lower plenum

LP-FP-2 LOFT Program Fission Product Experiment 2
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LP-SB-3 LOFT Program Small Break Experiment 3
LPIS Low pressure injecticn system
LP'IAR Large pressurized water reactor
m Meter(s)

min Minute(s)

Mg Megagrams

MPa Megapascal

MW Megawats

MWD/TMTJT Megawatt days per metric tonne uranium (burnup)
W.I Metal water reaction
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
OD Outside diameter

?BF Power Burst Facility

PCP Primary coolant pump
PCs Primary coolant system
PFM Peripheral fuel module
PIE Postirradiation examination
PORV Power operated relief valve

ppm Parts. per million

?RA Probabilistic risk assessment
psia Pounds per square inch, absolute
PWR Pressurized water reactor
QLR Quick Look Report

QOBV Quick opening blowdown. valve
RAS Remote data acquisition system
RELAP Reactor excurcion and leakage analysis program
RHRS Residual heat removal system
rpm Revolutions per min

RV Reactor vessel

3 Second(s)

SCDAP -Severe Core Damage Analysis Package
SCS Secondary coolant system
SG Steam generator
SPND Self-powered neutron detector
TH Thermal-Hydraulic

t 0 Time zero (for LP-FP-2 this was Tuesday July 9, 1985 at
14 h 7 min and 44.9 s)

TC Thermocouple

UP Upper plenum
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?LOT IDENTIFIERS

1. The RELAP5/MCD2 calculational results can be identified in "the p1 :)ts by

the 'following notation:

Alohabetic code-Numeric code-XKX

The alphabetic code indicates the magnitud of the computed variable,

such as

P

PHO

TAEMPF

TEMPG

HTTEMP

MFLOWJ

CNTRL VAR

fcr pressure

"or density

for fluid (liquid) temperature

for gas (vapor) temperature

for Heat structure (wall) temperature

for Mass flow at a junction

f "or Control variable, generaly in this

level

report for a !--quid

of the nodalizationThe numeric code indicates the control volume

diagram where the variable is being calculated.

T"he XXX code is for distinguish between the base or sensitivity RELAP5

calculation

RCR

NRN

Reactor Core Renodalization (BASE case)

No Reactor Core Renodalizaticn (SZENSIT:V!TY case)

II. The Experimental mesassurements are identified by a si~n4l~ar to RELAP5

alphanumeri.c code

Alphabetic :ode-Alprhanumeric code-Numeric :ode

T~he alphabetic :ode stands for the measured magnitud. while the rest of

the code (alphanumeric-Numeric) indicates zhe instrument location.
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1.The SCD)AP/'MODl calculational results are easil~y Identified by r~he

following code

Alphabetic code - Numeric code

As usually the alphabetic code stands for the magnitude, 4-e.

CADCT for cladding temperature

7HVFRC for vapor fraction

CGGI'VY for component gap inventory

CGGREL for component gap release

BGTFPRS for bundle gap fision product release of solubles

SGTFPRN for bundle gap fission product release of noncondensible

BGTHO for bundle total oxidation heat

BGTH for bundle total hydrogen generation rate

THFLWA for bundle free flow area

And. again, the numeric code indicates the component location of the

computed variable.
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THERMAL-HYDRAUUIC ?CST-TESTI ANALYSIS OF

OECD LOFT FISSION ?RCDUCT4 EXPERI1MENT L.P-FP-2

1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the thermal-hydraulic posttest analysis of L?-FP-2

Experiment, made by the spanish F?-2 calculation group using the RELAP5/MOD2

and SCDAP/MOD1 computer codes.

Experiment LP-FP-2 was %the second Fission Product (FP) release and transport

test performed at the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) facility, located on the Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). This experiment was initiated on July

9, 1985, and represents the eighth and final experiment conducted under the

auspices of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

Experiment LP-FP-2 provides information on the release, transport, and

deposition of fission products and aerosols during a severe core damage event

performed in a large scale nuclear reactor facility. The phenomena governing

fission product and aerosol release, transport, and deposition are associated

with postulated severe pressurized water reactor (PWR) accidents that lead to

fuel rod failure, control rod melting, fuel relocation, and the loss of

fission pr oducts from the U0 2 fuel. For the LP-FP-2 experiment, the fuel rod

cladding temperatures in the center fuel module (CFM) exceeded 2100 K (33202F)

for -4.5 min before test temination temperatures were reached on the exterior

wall of the CFM shroud. The 4.5 min fission product release and transport

transient simulated the initial portion of a severe damage transient with

delayed emergency core cooling system (ECCS) operation, wherein the core

damage originated from a V-sequence scenario.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) studies Ihave shown that the interfacing

systems loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), a hypothetical event first postulated

in the Reactor Safety Study 2band labeled the V-sequence, represents a

significant contribution to the ri.sk associated with PWR operation.

Consequently, thlis risk dominant accident sequence was selected as the

thermal-hydraulic event in which fission product release and transport would

be measured in Experiment LP-FP-2. The specific interfacing systems LOCA

associated with the V-sequence accident scenario is a pipe break in the -low

1



pressure in~ectiofl system (LPIS) , also referred to as the residualZ ne3t

.e-.itcvai 3ysrem 'i5HRS). This sys,:etr ypically per"Drms two :i~rs -

commercial ?WR: ka) it provides emergency ccolart injection for care rc!-.,er?

during intermediate and large break LOCAs, and 'b) i4- provides for decay n-eat

removal during normal sh"utdown. The LPIS represents 3 potential pathway .'Or

release of primary coolant from :he reactor *zessel (RV). If core coolin~g were

no~t maintained during such an event and if fuel rods failed, fission prod-act

release to the environment could occur if the auxiliary buiding also failed.

Experiment LP-FP-2 simulated the system t-hermal-hydraulics and core uncovery

conditions during fission product release and transport that are expected to

occur in a four-loop PWR from rupture of a LPIS pipe as a result of a

*1-sequence accident. The initial conditions for the experiment represented

typical commercial PWR operations. The break size resulted in a

depressurization that was bounded by previously conducted LOFT experiments

1.8-2 and L5-1 on the upper end and by Experiments L3-1, L3-5/3-5A, and
3L3-6/L8-1 on the lower end

T.he thermal-hyaraulic posttest calculation of the LOFT System as a whole was

performed using the RELAP5i4002/36.04 Acomputer code. On the other hand the

SCDAP/MODl/215 computer code was used to calculate the detailea
thermo-mechanical core behaviour during the heatup phase of the experiment.

71gure 1.1 shows the interdependency between these cwo codes usually known as

the RELAP5-SCDAP passive link.

The RELAP5/MOD2 and SCDAP/MOD1 input decks used for this analy3is were based

on those used by the INEL to prepare the Best Estimate ?rediction Document

(BP .Several i~mprovements and error correctlons on the pretest deck were

made: (a) To correct some errors, (b) to match the experimental sequence of

events, (c) to improve the primary system depressurization process, and (d) to

try to avoid the steam starvation observed in the pretest calculation.

The calculation results have been compared to the meassured data to assess the

capabilites of RELAP5/MOD2 and SCDAP/M4ODl for simulating the thermal-hydraulic

conditions wuhich might occur during a ?WR severe accident. Section 2 of this

report presents the obJetives and a brief description of the LP-FP-Z

experiment. Section 3 summarizes the thermal-hydraulic results measured during

the transient. Section 4 describes the RELAP5/MOD2 input model used for the



base case calculation. Section 5 discusses the results of the posttest

calculation in comparison with the measured data. Section 6 Shows a RELAPS

sensitivity study compared to the base case results. Section 7 introduces the

SCDAP/MODl nodalization model. Section 8 discusses the SCDAP resul:s in

comparison with the measured and the RELAP5 data. Conclusions and

recomendations derived from this analysis are presented in section 9. A short

description of the special configuration of the LOFT plant and its

instrumentation for the LP-FP-2 experiment is shown in the Appendix A.

Appendix B gives a brief description of the computer codes used in our

analysis. Appendix C contains a full li-sting of the RELAP5/MOD2 input model

used for these analyses, while a full listing of the SCDAP input data is given

in Appendix 0. Appendix E presents some statistics of the computer time

consumed during the calculations.
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RELAP5/,MOD2

V-sequence transient thermal-hiydraulic

general behaviour of the LOFT. plant

CORE

GEOMETRY

CHANGES
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'CONDITIONIS

-CORE PRESSURE

-CORE LIQUID LEVEL

-CORE INLET FLOW

I I

SCDAP/MODl

Core Fuel temperatures and mechanical behaviour

Including

models

for

-Radiation

-Metal-water reaction

-Clad bal'looning and rupture

-Control rod models

-Fuel liquefaction and

resolidification

FIGURE 1.1 Flow chart of computer codes used in the analysis, showing the

interdependency between them.

(PASSIVE LINK BET'AEN RELA?5/MCD2 AND SCDAP/MODl)
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2. LP-FP-2 EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

2.1. Objectives

The governing objective for the LP-FP-2 Experiment was:

To obtain fission product release, transport, and deposition data during the

early phases of a risk dominant reactor transient in order to establish a

benchmark data base for:

1. Assessing the understanding of the physical phenomena controlling reactor

system fission product behavior.

2. Assessing the capability of computer models to predict the reactor system

fission product release and transport.

To support this objective, the following two thermal-h~ydraulic and four

fission product objectives- were defined:

Thermal-hydraulic Objectives:

1. To provide LPIS interfacing system LOCA thermal -hydraulic conditions. from

the initiation of the LPIS pipe break .through the early phases of severe

core damage.

2. To provide transient fuel rod temperatures in the center fuel assembly up

to the rapid metal-water reaction temperatuire of 2100 K (33202) with

aerosol generation from the (Ag/In/Cd) control rods.

Fission Product Cýbjectives:

1. To determine the fraction of the volatile fission products (Cs, I, Te, Xe,

Kr) and aerosols released to and from the upper plenum region.

5



2. To deter-nine the fraction of volatile fIssion products and aerosols

tran~sported out of the primary coolant system.

3. To determine the retention of volatile fission products on representative

primary coolant system surfaces in the plenum ana piping.

4. To determine the general mass balance of volatile fission products in the

fuel, primary coolant system, and blowdown tank.

In order to meet the former objectives the LOFT plant was specially modified

as is summarized In the next section.

2.2. Key features of the LOFT facility including changes for the LP-FP-2

experiment.

The LOFT PWR is an 1/50 size model of a commercial 4-loop PWR that has been

used to study phenomena associated with loss of coolant, subsequent ECC

injection, and finally fission product transport with aerosols at the initial

stages of core damage.

T~he experimental assembly includes five major subsystems that have been

instrumented in such a way that system variables can be measured and recorded

during a LOCA simulation. The subsystems include the reactor vessel, the

intact loop, the bl~oken loop, the blowdowr. suppression tank (BST), and the ECC

systems. Complete information on* the LOFT system is provided in Reference 7

and a discussion of the LOFT scaling philosophy and specific modifications for

L?-F?-2 experiment is provided in Reference a.

T~he following is a brief description of the LOFT facilityI as it was built for

the LP-FP-2.experi.nent.

The arrangement of the major LOFT components is shown in Figure 2.1. The

intact loop simulated three loops of a commercial four-loop PWR and contains a

6
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steam generator, two primary coolant pumps in parallel, a pressurizer, a

Venturi flowmeter, and connecting piping. A spool piece was connected -.o the

intact loop cold leg clownstream of thne pump discharge. Th,.s provided the

initial break path during the blowdown. The piping of zhis break path is 1_1/14

in nominal Sch 160 pipe having an inner diameter of 1.-16 in. The full. flow

area was used to vent PCS coolant. This line was closed prior to fission

product release so the fission product tr~ansport would be solely in the

simulated LPIS line.

The broken loop consists of a hot leg and a cold leg. For this experiment, the.

broken loop cold leg was Iflanged off and the broken loop hot leg pump and

steam generator simulators were removed. The simulated LPIS line was connected

to the end of the broken loop hot leg and provided the path for fission

product transport from the primary system to the BST. The simulated LPIS line

is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The pipe size selected for the LOFT LPIS pipe

simulation line was 1-1/4 in. nominal Schedule 16.0, having an inner diameter

of 0.0295 m (1.161n.). The entire LPIS line was designed with a total length

of 21.34 m (70 ft) and the distance between %the isolation valves CV-P138-190

and CV-P138-191 was 15.67 mn (51.4 ft)l.

the LOFT reactor vessel, shown schematically in Figure 2.3, has an annular

downcomer, a lower plenum, lower core support plates, a nuclear core, and an

upper plenun. The downcomer is connected to the cold legs of the intact and

broken loops, and the upper plenum, to the hot legs. The core consists of 1196

enriched uranium fuel rods arranged in five square and four triangular

(corner) fuel assemblies (see figure 2.1). The fuel rods were designed to

commercial PWR specifications except that they are only 1.68 %n (5.5 ft) long

and several fuel rods have special instrumentation.
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The requirements imposed on the LP-FP-2 Experiment, from the standpoint of

facility decontamination and recovery, were:

1. Experiment LP-FP-2 must be conducted with peripheral assembly fuel rod

cladding temperatures limited to 1533 K (23002 F).

2. The structural integrity of the center fuel assembly must be maintained to

facilitate removal from the reactor vessel.

To meet the above facility requirements, a center fuel module was specially

desi.gned and fabricated for the experiment (see figure 2.4). The fuel module

consisted of 11 control rods, 100 prepressurized (2.41 MPa, 350 psi) fuel rods
235

enriched to 9.744-wtwo U ,and 10 instrumented guide tubes. The CFM was

separated from the peripheral fuel assemblies by a 0.025-mn (1-in.) thick,

zircaloy cladding, zirconium-oxide insulated thermal shroud. The center fuel

assembly was designed to enable the 9.744-w% enriched fuel rods, or simply

referred to as the test rods, to heatup above 2100 K (33202F), while

maintaining the peripheral fuel rods below 1390 K (20442F) for a sufficient

period of time to allow for fission product release and transport.

Table 2.1 gives a more detailed description of the fuel used for the LP-FP-2

experiment.

The two LOFT ECC systems are capable of simulating the emergency injection of

a commercial PWR. Each of them consists, of an accumulator, a high-pressure

and a low-pressure injection systems. There were no programmatic

considerations inherent in ECC operation; therefore, the ECC injection was not

scaled to represent commercial PWR operations during Experiment LP-FP-2.

The LOFT steam generator, located in the intact loop, is a vertical U-tube

design steam generator. Operation of the secondary coolant system during

Experiment LP-FP-2 approximated that of a commercial PWR.

A complete Fission Product Measurement System (FPMS) was designed and

fabricated for the detection, identification and collection of radioactive

11
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rABLE z.i.. L?-FP-2 .'.TL "ýSCR:PT:C.

T-Al Rod Paietr

Active LangtM
:!adding COO
!amdin'g Th~ickness

:?addimg mnaterial;
jap thickness

Fuel Bundle Parameters

I 67*n
10. 7
0. 62 tm
Zr-4
C.905 ~

.Number of F-uel Ioc's, outer Scuare Bundles
N4umber of fuel Rods, Corner Bundles
Numoer of Fuel Rods, Center Bundle
Total numb~er of guel Rods
Rod Array, Scuare anc Centar
Rod Array, Corner
Rod Pitch, in.

204
70
41.00

15 x I5
12x 12, triangular

0.563

Fuel Parameters CF?4 Peri~1'eral

Total U02 per pin
:uel Density
X'nri chment

Control Rod Parameters

1.1'37 kg
i Tw
9.744 wt%

1. 134 kg
9 31w
4. 05 we,

7otal control rods in core
CFM control ro.ds for aerosol source
Cladding naterial
Cladding tnickness
Poison Material
Poison Rods Per Cluster

so
10
304 SS
0.51I mm
MOg-151n-SUd
20

CF-M Thermal Shield

Cladding mate rlalI
Outer Cladding thickness, m
rnmer Cladding tmickness, mm
insulation material

insulation censity

lower section ('-O.2Cm)
second section ('1.30-0.9lrm)
third section (40.91-1.42mn)
top section(14-7m

Total shield thickness, imm
Total shield heignt, .m

Z r-4
3.175
0.62
Zo

2160-2480 kg/rn3

2000-2160
2160-2480
.2480-2720

29.2
1.76
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isotopes in rhe LOFT PCS, LIS, and 3ST. '&h--s system, illustrated in Figure

2.5, consisted of three basic subsystems: (a) four gamma spectromneter systems

and one gross gamma detector, (b) a deposition samp!iing systen, and ic' fi lter

sampling systems. Each of these subsystems is f~ully described in reference 9.

Because the Object of our analysis are only the thermal -hyaraul 4.c condit:ions

during the LP-FP-2 transient we do not get into further details of the FPMS.

F2

Figure '2.5 Schematic diagram of the LOFT system showing the relative positions

of 7DMS instrumentation.

Additional details of the LOFT system and the instrumentation can be found in

Appendix A and in reference 9.
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2.3. Experiment Description

Experiment LP-FP-2 consisted of four distinct phases: ,a) fuel

precondi tioning, (b) pretransient, (c) transient, and (d) posttransient. The

four phases were contiguous; however, each phase had a specically defined

beginning and ending. The fuel preconditioning and posttransient phases of the

experiment consisted of relatively long periods of time as compared with the

much shorter pretransient and'transient phases.

The purpose of the fuel preconditioning phase, in conjunction with the

pretransient phase, was to subject the CFM fuel rods to a minimun burnup of

325 MWD/MTU. This was achieved by operating the LOFT reactor at a thermal

power of 32 MW for 84 h, shutting down for 75 h, and then operating at 26.5

MW for a period of 80 h. The burnup that the CF14 received during this initial

preirradiation period is calculated to be 346 MWD/MTU.

The pretransient phase consisted of a reactor shutdown interval of about 96 h,

followed by a power operation interval. The purpose of the final irradiation

period was to finish, the planned burnup on the CFM and to establish the

initial conditions for the experiment. Figure 2.6 shows the preexperiment

power history for the LP-FP-2 experiment. The initial condition requirements

included a core decay heat of between 675 kW and 695 kW at 200 s following
40. . . . . . .

31- Csll maisl- 4.00
S urnup - 430 MWD/M1

30E

!R 25

20 L

L 16

10

-600 -.400 -300 -200 -100 0
Time (hr) LgMS

Figure 2.5. Preexperiment power history
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reactor scram, and also the establishment of typical pressure, temperature,

and flow conditions that would simulate a commnercial ?WR. This phase of ±

experiment immediately fcllowed the termination of the preconditioning p.ý-ase

and ended with the initiation of the transient phase at to (react or scram).

The pretransient included the operation of the LOFT reactor at an average

thermal power of 31 MW for 26 h, followed by 15 additional hours of

irradiation at approximately 26.5 MIW. The estimated burnup on the CFM

following this irradiation was 84 NND/M4TU. Consequently, the total burnup on

the CFM prior to test initiations was 430 M'*D/14TU. The ORIGEN2 calculated core
..9decay heat at 200 s was 684.1 kW, well within the planned limits

The actual burnup on the CFM was much higher than originally planned. This

occurred because the LP-FP-2 Experiment was initially planned to be run on

July 3 with a CFM burnup of 346 MWD/MTU; however, the CFM control rods would

not fall during this firts attempt and the experiment had to be aborted. it

was later discovered that high flow conditions in the core caused this

condition and tripping the primary coolant pumps (PCPs) early into the

transient would allow the CFM control rods to fall. The LP-FP-2 Experiment was

successfully run 6 days later on July 9. A serendipitous result of the.

extended down time and extra irradiation was the achievement of a higher Cs to

1 ratio than originally predicted (e.g., 4.0 vs. 2.9).

The LP-FP-2 transient was initiated by a reactor scram at 14:07:44.9 on July

9, 1985 (defining t 0). followed by the insertion of the CFM- control rods 2.4 a

later. The main purpose of the CFM control rods was to provide Ag/In/Cd

material for aerosol generation and deposition sites for fission products

'during the high temperature portion of the experiment, as would be present in

a PWR during a V-sequence accident. The break line in the intact loop cold leg

(ILCL) was opened at 32.9 s to begin depressurization of the ?CS. At 221.6 s

'the other break line, which simulated the LPIS, was opened in the broken loop

hot leg (BLHL). The ILCL break was closed after 735.5 s in accordance with the

experiment operati.onal specifications .However, the subseqiient system
depressurization was much slower than expected and the pressure remained too

high for operation of the fission product measurement system (FPMS).

In order to reduce the system pressure below 200 psi (1.38 XPa), the ILCL

break was reopened at 877.6 s, and the POIRV from the pressurizer was opened at

882 Sec. With the PORV, ILCL, and LPIS lines open, the PCS pressure fell below

16



the 1.38 XPa (200 psig) design limit for operation of the FPMS at 1013 s. The

ILCL break was then closed at 1021.5 s, and the P0RV was closed at 1162 S. The

core was allowed to uncover and to heatup, resulting in the failure of the

control rods and fuel rods in the CFM. Fission products were first detected at

about 1200 s in the F1 and F2 sample lines. The experiment was continued until

about 1766 s when a high temperature trip on the exterior wall of the CFM

shroud was reached. By that time, the CFM had reached an estimated maximum

temperature in excess of 2400 K (38602F) and had been above 2100 K (33202F)

for at least 4.5 min. The emergency core cooling system (ECCS) was then

activated at 1782.6 s and the core was quenched by 1795 s.

The final, or posttransient phase of the experiment consisted of a time

interval of 44 days during which the redistribution of fission products in the

gas and liquid volumes in the blowdown suppession tank and the leaching of

fission products from the damaged fuel rods in the CF4 were measured. This

phase began at the closure of the simulated LPIS line, which terminated the

blowdown and initiated the reflood of the reactor vessel, and ended 44 days

later.
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3. SUMMARY OF THE THERMAL/ HYDRAULIC DATA

This section summarizes the thermal/hydrauli4c :,TH) measured data of 7he system

prior to and during fission product release and transport and has been taker.
fromtheQL3. I7ncluded are the hydraulic response during the blowdown, the

fluid and metal temperatures during fission product release and transpor-:, and

the fuel rod cladding response during the blowdown and heatup phases.

Reference 9 gives a full description of the TH results.

Table 3.1. lists the specified and measured system conditions immediatell

prior to the LP-FP-2 transient. Except for the liquid level in the BST, all

initial conditions were within the limits specified in the Experiment
8Specification Document (ZSD) . Since no attempt had been made to use 'the BST (

to simulate a containment vessel., this single out-of-specification value did

rot affect the outcome of the experiment.

The significant events for Experiment LP-FP-2 are chronologically listed in

Table 3.2. The intact loop pressure history Is shown in Figure 3.1 along with

the identification of important events.

The LP-FP-2 transient was Initiated by scramming the reactor with the

peripheral control rods, which defined t 0* The primary coolant pumps (PCPs)

were then turned off at about 1.0 s (or t 04+0 s; note that all experiment

times are referenced relative to t 0 ). After the PCS flow had de~creased to 190

kg/s (1.5 x 10 I bm/h) at 22 s, the center fuel assembly control rods were
unlocked from the Dl device and allowed to fall into the CM. At 24 s the

control r~ods were fully inserted in the core. The ILCL break was then opened

at 33 s, and the LPS line was opened at 222 s The core started heating up when

the liquid level decreased in the peripheral bundles at 662 s. The CFIM began

heating up at 589 s. The ILCL break was closed at 736 s; however, it was

reopened at 873 s 116 accelerate the PCS depressurization rate.
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Table 3.1 Iriitital conditions for experiment LP-FP-2

Speci fie da
Value

Measured
ValueParameter

Primary Coolant System

Core delta T (K)

Primary system pressure
(hotileg) (MPa)

(psia)

Hot leg temperature (K)
(OF)

Cold leg temperature (K)
(OF)

L~oo mass flow (kg/s)

(ibm/h x 106

Boron concentration (ppm)

Primary coolant Dump injection
(both pumps) (U's)

(gpm)

Reactor Vessel

Power level (MW)

0.ecay heat (200 s) (kW)

Maxi~mum linear heat generation

rite (kW/m)

(kW/ft)

C ontrol rod position
(above full-in position) (in)

(in.)

Stear Generator

Secondary system pressure (MP&)
(psia)

Wtrlevel b(M

(in.)

11.7 :t 1.4
21.1 = 2.5

14.95 t
2168 t

571 :t
569 t

479 1

3.8 ±

0.1
15.0

1.1
2

141.98
2173

571.6
569.2

559.9
548.2

475

3.77

499

a

4

a

±

±

0.1
15

0.8
1.4

1. 1
2

2.5

0.02

15

19

0.15

0.127 i 0.016
2.0 1 0.25,

0.128 ± 0.003
1.98 :t 0.02

26. 8 t 1. 4

684.8

26.5

685 ±10

40 C

i2c

42.6

12.97

:t 3. 6

±t 1. 1

1.37 t 0.01
54.0 ± 2.0

1.38 :t 0.01
54.3 :t 2.0

6.38
925

0.17
6.7

4

4

4

4

0.08
12

0.06
2.4
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labl~e 3.1.. (continued)

Sp-ecif ;ada
Va Iue

Mea suree
Va1uf -

Pressuri zer

Liquid volume 3m
3

3
(ft)

Water temperature (K)
(~F)

Pressure (MPa)
(Psia)

Liquid level M)
(in.)

Suppression Tank

Liquid level (in)

(in.)

Gas volume (mn 3

(ft)

Water temperature (K)
(OF)

Pressure (gas space) (03a)

- (psia)

Baron concentration (ppm)

1. 12 t 0. 1
44 t 4.

0.57

a. 37

13.'07

616.9

15.1
*1190

44.4

0 0.C3

t 0.03
:1. C6

±2.:

1 4.5

±0.06
2 .4

1 .19

47.0
*0.05
*2
-0.0

1.18

46. 5

59.11

2037

295.6
72

95
13.3

37 .0

t 0.06.

±2. 4

t 0.s
* 1

t 3
:0.4

'311
'100

100 ±t 20
14.7 :t 3
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Table 3.1.. (conttnrued)

Soecified a Mea sured
___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ Value va I ue

Emergency Core Cooling System

Borated water storage tank
Temperature (K) 303 t 3 301.3 t 3

(OF) 85 t5 82 --5

Accumulator A liouid level (in) <2.17 1.81 t 0.
(in~.) <86 71.3 = 0.

Accumulator A pressure (MPa) >4.21 5.1 t 0.
(psi&) >611 740 t 9

Accumulator A iiquid
temperature (K) 303 t 3 303.1 - 0.

(OF) 85±t5 86 t1.

Accumulator B liquid level (m) <2.16 1.81 = 0.
(in.) <86 71 ±t 0.

Accumulator 8 pressure (MPa) >4.21 4.95 t 0.
(psia) >611 718 ± 9

Accumulator B liquid
temperature (K) 303 i 3 305.6 t 0.

(@5 85±5 90.4±1

a. :f no value is listed, none was specified.

b. Steam generator liquid level referenced to 2.95 mn (116 in.) above the
top of the tube sheet.

c. Approxtimately equal to this value.

02
a

06

7
3

.02

.8

06

'7
.3
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"able 3.2. Chronology of events for experiment LP-FP-2

Svent'

Scram

Control rods fully inserted

PCP coastdown initiated

C." control rods fully inserted

ILCL break initiated

PCP coastdown completea

End of subcooled blowdownb

Secondary relief valve cycle

Pressuri~zer empty

LPIS line break initiated

S~econdary pressure exceeded primary system
oressure

Earliest coolant thermocouple deviation
from saturation (voidage at that location)

Upper plenum
Hot leg pipe
Downcomer
Lower plenum

Fuel rod cladding heatup started in PFl4

Fuel rod cladding heatup started in CF4

ILCL break closed

ILCL break reopened

PORV opened

F3 filter on line

LPIS bypass closed

FPMS lines opened

r"ime After Experiment
In itat ion

0.0

2.4 t 0.1

9.7 :0.1

23.4 t 0.5

32.9 t 0.1

25.1 1 0.1

53 i 1

56 1 1

60 tS.

221.6 t0.1

260 ±10

300
390±
730
300

662±

735.5±

877.5 ±t

882.0 i

950.8 ±t

951.9 ±t

1013.1 t

10
10
10
20

2

2.

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1



Table 3.2. (continued)

Event

ILCL closed

PORV closed

-irst indication of (gap) fission products at F1

First. indication of (gap) fission products at F2

First indication of (gap) fission products at F3

Peripheral fuel cladding reached 1460 K (21720F)

Maximum upper plenum coolant temperature reachedd

First indication of (fuel) FPs at Fl, F2, and F3

Cladding temperatures reach 2100 K (3320*F)

Shroud temperature reached trip setpoint

1st thermocouple
2nd th~ermocouple

Maximum cladding temperature reached

..PIS l'Ine break closed

FPMS lines closed

Maximum upper plenum metal temperature reachedd

Oeposition coupons isolated

ECCS initiated

Accumulator flow stopped

Maximum LPIS line coolant temperature reached

Core quenched

Cooldown initiated

Steam generator feed-and-bleed started

PORV opened

PORY closed

PORV opened

PORV closed

Experiment terminated 23

Time After Experiment
Initiation

(s)

1021.5 t 0.1

1162.0. t 0. 1

16200 : 20

1200 t 20

1249 t 60

1495

1500

1504

±

±

5

10

I

1743 1 1
1766 t 1

e

1777.6

1778.1

1780

1780.6

1782.6

1795

1800

1795

2600

3350

3380

3680

3690

__9

0.1

0.1

5f

101

10.

10

10

10



Table 3.2. (continued)

a. The pumps were allowed to coastdown under the influence of the motor

generator flywheel until the pump speed reached 750 rpm. At that time, the

flywheel was disconnected from the motor generator and the pumps quickly

stopped adding energy to the fluid. The time at which the flywheel was

disconnected is defined as the time the PC? coastdown was complete.

b. End of subcooled blowdown is defined as the time when the first measured

fluid temperature Outside of the pressurizer reaches saturation conditions.

c. None of the cladding thermocouples in the peripheral fuel. bundle measured

validated temperatures above the setpoint. The two, that gave readings above

this setpoint failed before reaching the setpoint.

d. These temperatures represent the maximum measured -temperatures before

reflood at these locations. The thermocouple output during reflood could

not be interpreted.

e. Because of tthe large number of cladding thermocouples in the-Ncentral fuel

module that failed at high temperatures during the transient. it is not

possible to determine the precise maximum temperature or the time at which

it occurred. The time is estimated to be bet-deen 1782 and 1795 s. The

maximum temperature exceeded 2400 K (38602F) based on extropolationis from

valid temperature readings before thermocouple failure.

f. The peripheral fuel modules were quenched by 1793 s. Most of the central

fuel module cladding thermocouples were quenched by 1795 s. Some isolated

thermocouples indicated persistent high '%superheated) temperatures a few

minutes later. Interpretation of the temperature data is complicated by the

large number of thermocoC~ples in the center fuel module that failed during

or just before reflood.

g.Because of the high background in the area surrounding the G1, G2, and G3

spectrometers, data were collected for several weeks after termination of

the thermal transient.
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In addition to reopening the rLLCL break, the PORV was opened at 882 s. After

the system pressure drooped below 200 psi (1.38 MPa), the rLCL and PORV ti*nes

were closed at 1022 and 1162 s, respectively. Fission product activity was

first detected in the Fl1 and F2 lines at about 1200 3. The hottest measured

cladding temperatures reached 21C0 K (3320,F) by 1504 s. The transient

continued until the outer shroud wall temperature limitation of 1517 K

(22722F) was reached at 1768 s. Subsequently, the FPM4S lines were isolated at

'1777 s and ECCS injection was initiated at 1783 s. The core Was quenched at

1795 s (although a few isolated thermocouples indicated tempreratures in excess

of saturation for several minutes thereafter), and the plant was maintained in

a quiescent state for 14 days while fission product measurements were taken

using the on-line measurements systems. Also, batch samilles were taken 'from

the BST ans PCS for several days: BST liquid samples (21 d), BST vapor samples

(28 d), and PCS liquid samples (44 d). During the early part of the cooldown

or posttransient phase, the PORV was cycled twice (see Table 3.2) to prevent

the .?CS from overpressurizing, and a feed-and-bleed operation on the steam

generator was initiated.

3.1. Blowdown Hydraulics

This section discusses the reactor vessel liquid level, PCS mass inventory,

center fuel module mass flow rate, and PCS reflood.

The experiment hydraulics resulted in a gradual PCS level decrease and,

ultimately, in a slow core boil-off. The loops began to void at approximately

5o s (intact loop hot leg) as shown in Figure 3.2, which compares the

individual average chordal densities measured by the gamma densitometer in

this leg. The level decreased until the loops were completely voided by 470 s

(bases on dryout of thermocouples in the upper plenum). The upper plenum was

voided by approximately 600 s and the level continued to drop, entering the

top of the core by 700 s. The entire core was voided by approximately 1355 s

as indicated by the level probe in the 3rd. fuel module. The data from this

probe are shown in Figure 3.3. As discussed below, the completion of voiding

as indicated by the level probe occurred more than 300 s after all cladding

thermocouples in the core indicated heatup.
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The PCS mass inventory declined to a minumum of approximately 500 kg 4tbased on

the blowdown suppression tank level increase) by 1300 s. At that ti~me, the

center fuel module mass flow had decreased to approximately 0.04 kg/s (this

mass flow rate was calculated from the measured cladding temperature response;

the details of the calculation can be found in Reference 9) and the flow out

the L.PIS line, to approximately 0.3 kg/s. This mass flow, though very small,

was sufficient to sustain a rapid metal-water reaction in much of the central

fuel module as the temperatures increased above 1700 K (26002F). The center

fuel module mass flow resulted in an average of 0.4 gm/s/fuel rod (0.04 kg/fs

per 100 fuel rods). Data from the Power Burst Facility indicate that flows as

little as 0.1 g/s/fuel rod are sufficient to sustain the metal-water reaction
12

without steam starvation

When the shroud temperatures reached the experiment termination setpoint of

1517 K (22722F), the FPMS and LPIS lines were closed and ref2lood of the plant

was initiated usind both ECC systems. Rapid injection of approximately 1000 kg

(2200 lbm) of water from the accumulators resulted in a PCS repressurization

from 1.2 to approximately 3 Mpa (174 to 435 psia). This caused the accumulator

flow to momentarily cease. Additional cycles of accumulator flow and PCS

repressurization were required before all of the damaged core could be

quenched;. the ECCS was fully capable of accomplishing this and the plant was

in a safe shutdown condition within a few hundred seconds of ECCS injection

initiation. The peripheral fuel rods quenched rapidly, in a manner similar to

previous LOFT core uncovery experiments. Most of the center fuel module also

quenched rapidly, though more slowly than in previous experiments. A small

fraction of the center fuel module, however, took much longer to quench,

indicating the disruption of the fuel rod geometry in part of this Module.

3.2 Core Thermal Response

This section summarizes the fuel rod cladding temperature response, including

the initiation of dryout at various core locations, the effect of control rod

melting on the thermal response, the occurrence and propagation of a rapid

metal-water reaction, and the quench of the core during reflood.

The temperature excursion began in the upper part of the peripheral fuel

modules at 662 s and moved downwards as the coolant boiled away. The

propagation of the core heatup was generally top-to-bottom in the peripheral
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module,with the dryout reaching elevations of 1.14, 0.38, and 0.28 m (.45,15,

and 11 in.) above the core bottom at 662, 730 and 930 s, respectively1. This i.s

illustrated in figure 3.4, which compares cladding and saturation temperatures

at these elevations in the 2nd fuel module. The quench at the 10-in, elevation

associated with the opening of the POR'! is also seen. Figure 3.5 is a similar

figure for the central fuel module, with temperatures shown from the 1.07-,

0.69-, and 0.25-rn (42-,27-, and 10-in.) elevations. The dryout started a

.little later in this module, with the corresponding times being 689, 740 and

938 s, respectively.

At approximately 1050 K (14302F), the guide tube temperatures responded to a

phenomena that is thought to be connected with melting of the absorber

material (Ag-In-Cd) at the 0.69-rn (27-in.) elevation. The temperatures on4

guide tubes SJ13 and 5K05 both show a definitive decrease in the heatup rate

(from 1.2 K/3 down to 0.7 K191) which is interpreted as resulting from the

melting of the control rod material in these guide tubes. The argument is that

the latent heat of melting absorbed some of the decay heat, causing a decrease

in the heatup rate. This is consistent with the observation that the heatup

rate of guide tube 5H08, w*hich does not contain a control rod, was not

similarly *affected. Figure 3.6 compares these three temperatures. The latent

heat associated with the melting of the control rods could account for a

temperature shift of up to 280 K (5042F). The difference between this value

and the 50 K (902F) measured shift could be explained by the metal-water

reaction, which was occurring at that time.

At about 1550 s, several control rod guide tube thermocouples at the 27-inch

elevation showed a small discontinuity that is thought to be associated with

the failure of the rod (see, for example, Figure 3.6). This occurred at

approximately 1200 K (!70012K). Once again, the effect is absent from

thermocouple TE-5H08-027, which is in an empty guide tube.

The first recorded and qualified rapid temperature rise associated with the

rapid reaction between zircaloy and water occurred at about 1430 s and 1400 K

on a guide tube at the 0.69-mn (27-in.) elevation. This temperature is shown in

Figure 3.7. A cladding thermocouple at the same elevation (see Figure 3.71)

reacted earlier, but was judged to have failed after 1310 s, prior to the

rapid temperature increase. Note that, due to the limited number of measured
cladding temperature locations, the precise location of the initiation of

metal water reaction on any given fuel rod or guide tube is not likely to
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coincide with the location of a thermocouple. Thus, the temperature rises are

probably associated with precursory heating as the metal-water reaction

propagates away from the initiation point. Care must be taken in determining

the temperature at which the metal water reaction initiates, since the

precursory heating can occur at a much lower temperature. It can be concluded

from examination of the recorded temperatures that the oxidation of zircaloy

by steam becomes rapid at temperatures in excess of 1400 K (20602F).

The temperatures in the center fuel. module reached the target temperature of

2100 K (33202F) due to the rapid reaction between the zircaloy and the steam,

and remained above this temperature for four-and-a-half minutes. The maximum

temperature reached is difficult to determine because of the failure of the

thermocouples at the high temperatures experienced, but it was certainly in

excess of 2400 K (38602F).

During the transient, the temperatures on the outside of the shroud increased

steadily from 740 to about 1700 s. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8, which

compares the temperatures on the south side of the shroud. At approximately

1700 s, the heatup rate increases. At about the same time, the thermocouples

near the outside of the shroud also start to heat up more rapidly. Figure 3.9

illustrates this by comparing the temperatures at various elevations in the

2nd fuel, module, just adjacent to the shroud south wall. By the time the

reflood turns the temperatures around (1785 s), all of these temeperatures

exceed the shroud temperatures at the same elevation. The cause of this rapid

heatup is not presently known, but it may be an effect caused by the

thermocouple leads passing through a hot area as they exit from the top of the

core (shunting) rather tha~n by a true local effect.

The cooling of the core took much longer than any previously measured quench

in LOFT. This was in part due to the much higher temperatures that existed

prior to quench ( 2400 K 3 8602F -for this experiment compared with the

previous maximum of 1261 K -1810SF -measured during Experiment LP-LB-l 13

More important, however, is the geometry of the core during reflood.

Relocation of the core undoubtedly resulted in masses of core material much

thicker than normal. These masses would require much more time to cool

than the ones corresponding to a
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regular fuel rod geometry. This is postulated to be the cause of the slow
cooldown manifested by thermocouple TE-5007-027 (failed), shown in Figure

3.10. (Even though this thermocouple failed, it is believed that the failure

mode is a junction relocation and that the thermocouple is indizating a

temperature at some location in the center fuel module). That thermocouple was
slowly cooling towards saturation until 2010 s,when the iunction apparently

broke. Thus, even though the core had been essentially quenched for more than
200 s, the temperature was only slowly decreasing, indicating the insulating

effect of a large mass of material. surrounding the thermocouple.
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4. RELAP5/MOD2 SIMULATION OF LP-FP-2 EXPERIM4ENT

4.l.General overwiew of the methodology used for the analysis

It is well known that RELAP5/M002 has not been designed to analyze severe

accidents. In fact, to handle this limitation the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory (INEL) is developing a special severe core damage computer package
10called RELAPS/SCDAP .The RELAP5/SCDAP computer code is the integration of

4 5three well known stand-alone codes: RELAP5/MOD2 ,SCflAP/MODl and

TRAPMELT-211 . The Integrated code is being designed to perform best estimate

analysis of the behaviour of a LWR under severe accident conditions.

However the actual version of the integrated code only runs in a CRAY machine.

Because of the unavailability of any CRAY machine at Spain (by the time the

group began the calculations) we were forced to use the same methodology

decided for the Best Estimate Prediction (BE?) 6of the experiment, i.e.:

passive coupling between the RELAP5/MOD2 and the SCDAP/MODI computer codes.

The fundamental idea of this methodology consists in simulating the general

thermal-hydraulic behavior of the LOFT system using the RELAP5/MOD2 code;

while the detailed core behavior is simulated using the SCDAP/MOD1 code.

A brief summary of the highligthts of these two codes is presented in Appendix

B. THe interdependency between both codes is schematically shown in figure

4.1.

According to this passive coupling methodology, prior to the main driver

RELAP5/MOD2 calculation, a first SCDAP run is required in order to estimate

the core geometry changes (blockages) following the fuel damage. This first

SCDAP calculation is, in turn, driven by a preliminary RELAP5/MOD2 run to

provide the necessary boundary conditions for SCDAP (see figure 4.1.) Once the

first SCDAP run is completed we have estimations for the amount of blockage

due to the fuel cladding ballooning and rupture, the control rod material

relocation due to the melting of the zircaloy at some corresponding

temperatures. Now we can go further on doing the main RELAP5/MOD2 calculation

making some core renodalizations at the previously determined corresponding

temperatures (see figure 4.2.)
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To end up this iterative process, the main RELA?5/MOD2 calculation, employing

the indicated blockages between the indicated temperature intervals, provides

the thermal-hydraulic information required for the SCDAP c-ode to calculate the

detailed core thermal response.

4.2. RELAP5/MOD2 Nodalization for Experiment L?-FP-2

The nodalization used for the base case calculation was based on the

RELAP5/MOD2 input deck that was used for the planning and prediction ofl the
6

experiment at the INEL , and also in several input decks used for the posttest
analysis of the LP-SB-31 '1

Basically the nodalization used in RELAP5/MOD2 for this calculation is a

standard LOFT nodalization, with changes which were necessary to represent the

particular system configuration for Experiment LP-FP-2.

Figure 4.3. shows the nodalization diagram for this calculation.

The nodalization model differs from the standard RELAP5 model in. the following

aspects (see Reference 6):

1. The broken loop hot leg pump and steam generator simulator and the

quick-opening blowdown vilve were replaced by a pipe simulating the LPIS

break line with two valves attached at both ends.

2. The quick-opening valve on the broken loop cold leg and its connection

piping to the cold leg were deleted. The broken loop cold leg is a dead end

volume.

3. The reactor vessel was extensively remodeled to represent the special core

configurati-cn and -to better simulate the flow splitting and mixing. Special

emphases were given to peak cladding temperature behavior in the center and

peripheral f!;eI bundles, and also to the thermal response -of the guide

tubes, control rods and thermal shroud surrounding the center bundle

assembly.
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4. The cross flow model was applied to the junctions conn~ecting the cold legs

to the vessel and to the junction connecting -lie pressurizer to the intact

loop hot leg.

5. The emergency core coolant system (ECCS) and its two injection locations

for the L?-FP-2 experiment (one into the lower plenum and the other into

the downcomer) were miodeled, in order to simulate the reflood.

6. The. blowdown piping was attached to the ILCL leg with a nodalization
6similar to that used in the BEP calculation ,but using the cross-flow

15model for simulating the tee connection of the break line to the ILCL

7. RELAP5IMOD2 code does not include a metal-water reaction model. However,

when the fuel rod cladding temperature rises above 1273 K (18322F)

metal-water reaction becomes the principal heat source. Therefore, a

metal-water reaction model was included using the RELAP5 control system 6.

[feat generation was calculated using the Cathcart-Pawell 16model for

cladding temperature in the range 1273 to 1853 K '.1832 to 28762F) and the
i6Urbanic model for cladding temperatures above 1853 K (2876WF). A steam

limitation model was included to account for the steam avahilability for the

reaction. The main limitation of the model is that the center bundle flow

should always be positive. The metal-water reaction was also calculated on

the cladding of the guide tubes and the inner surface of the thermal

shroud. These models were included in the input deck and can be seen in

Appendix C.

8. Detailed upper plenum riodalization was designed to better simulate the flow

mixing .The detailed upper plenum model specifically considers the mixing

in the upper end box represented by Volumes 240 and 243. with a cross flow

junction between these volumes. The mixing between the flows coming from

the center bundles below the 5.69 m (224 in.) elevation, with reference to

the bottom of the reactor vessel, is also modeled by the cross flow

junction between Volumes 245 and 246. No mixing is allowed between Volumes
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252 and 253 due to the geometry of the upper plenum between trhe 5.69 m (224

in.) elevation and the nozzle level.

9. A split downcomer upper annulus was used, with the cross fl.ow

6,44
connections

10. The core is divided into two channels, each containing six axial fluid

cells of equal length. The channels are hydraulically isolated. The

thermal shroud, which is represented by a heat structure, is the thermal

link between the two core channels. The leak path between the downcomer

annulus and the upper plenum is modeled by a cross flow junction

connecting Volumen 730 (downcomer annulus) and 256 (upper portion of the

nozzle area above the peripheral bundles)6'
4

11. The eight hot rods in the center bundle and remaining 9.72% enriched fuel

rods are represented by two heat structures. The 10 guide tubes and 11

control rods are separately represented by two heat structures. The fuel

rods in the peripheral bundles are represented by two heat structures. One

structure represents the four rows of rod groups surrounding the thermal

shroud outer surface. The remaining fuel rods are represented by the

second heat structure. The guide tubes with and without the control rods

are not simulated. This will result in a slightly increased temperature

excursion in the peripheral bundle (Reference 6).

The former characteristics of the input model were common to the BEP deck 6

Hiowever several updates were made in order to improve the calculation results.

Basic changes made to the best estimate prediction deck were:

1. Renodalizat--on of ILCL break piping: use of cross flow volume in cold leg

Afor tee modelling (vol 184) 15; and the volume 182 has been deleted, using a

new length of 11.8 m for the break line volume number 181.
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2. Renodalization of the LPIS break line (Reference 17). 3ew break -isolation

valve area (valve 355, A = 2.852!E-4 m 2 ). hen bypass line is active :he

l~ength of volumne 325 is 18.02 m; when the F?*;4S is aligned ;950. 3 secC) th.e

LPIS line was renodalized to include the new length of 21.63 m.

Additional laosses from valves and bends -mere taken into account: when

bypass line is used the added l.oss coefficient was 43.59; for the blowdown

through the FPMS the loss coefficient was 47.29. Disc~harge -oefficient3 for
.8

the subcooled and saturated flows were 0.93 and 0.82 respectively-

3. To perform these calculations with ILCL break, LPIS line and PORV opened as

in the experiment. The f inal closure time of the ILCL break and ?0IRV was

simulated when the primary system pressure dropped below 1.38 M4Pa,

following the experiment specifications 
8

4. Simplif ication of the lower plenum nodalization, in order to avoid core

flow oscillations during the transient.

5. Downcomer annulus is modeled as a single volume stack, similar to
14,15LP-SB-3

6. Filler gap was separately modeled145

7. New steam generation (~SG) Break nodalization: Components 549 and 550 of the

BEP deck were deleted. The SG leak was simulated keeping a minimum area of

the Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) of 0.2 % (Valve 540).

Other minor changes dere applied:.

a) To correct some errors in several control variables.

b) To finely tune the experimental sequence of events
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b) To finely tune the experimental sequence of events

c) To match the initial reactor vessel pressure drop and, in turn, the initial

pump speeds (removing several additti.onal loss coefficients in the upper

plenum).

The final version of the input model contains a total of 134 control volumes

and 147 junctions. A full input data listing is supplied in Appendix C.

4.3. Simulation of the core geometry changes _in the base RELAP5/MOD2

calculation.

Because of the special configuration of the LOFT core for the LP-FP-2

Experiment the damage was reduced to the center fuel module (CFM) (See

Reference 8 and 9 and also section 2.2. of this report). Therefore, following

the general methodology described in section 4.1., prior to the main RELAP5

calculation, a SCDAP calculation was performed for the center bundle to

estimate the amount of blockage due to the fuel cladding ballooning and

rupture, the control rod material relocation after the control rod failure,

and the fuel cladding relocation due to the melting of zircaloy.

A preliminary posttest analysis 19using RELAP5/MOD2 provided the TH boundary

conditions (CFM pressure, CFM inlet flow, CFM liquid level) to run SCDAP.

SCDAP calculated 20approximately a 53% blockage as a result of fuel cladding

ballooning and rupture at the hot plane, an additional 5% blockage at the

first elevation due to control rod material relocation. and at the

corresponding temeperatures, of approximately 1200, 1700 2K, respectively.

No blockage due to fuel liquefaction was calculated by the code, because the

maximum calculated clad temperature was only 2500 QK. Up to this temperature

the outer Z 0 laedino fal thsaodn th metdzrly lc-
r 2lae dino fal thsaodn thmetdzrayreo-

tion.

However these results were not considered as best estimate by the group. By
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reviewing the SCDAP data, the group decided that the 53% blockage at 1200 K is

a reasonable value for "he main RELA?5/MOD2 calculation.

The control rod failure temperature of 1700 1 K estimated by SCDAP was

considered too high specially looking at the LP-FP-2 Data Report 9.As it is

explained in that document, the most probabl.e temperature at which the control

rods failed in the LP-FP-2 Experiment was 1250 2K. Therefore the group decided

.to assume the failure of the control rods when they reached 1250 2K. Meantime,

and, although the 5% blockage calculated by SCDAP was considered too lcw, the

group ceterm-ined to employ such a value, in order to increase the CYM inlet

mass flow during the rapid metal-water reaction phase of the transient. The

reason for this was the steam starvation conditions, calculated in the
19preliminary posttest analysis where the blockages were 50% - 67% -80%. This,

reduced the extension of the metal-water reaction such that SCDAP could not
9

predict the fuel cladding relocation observed in the experiment

Then, the 80% blockage due to fuel cladding relocation (see Reference 6),

although not calculated by SCDAP, was considered still applicable to the main

RELA?5/XMOD2 simulation, at the correspopnding temperature of 2245 OK (melting

temperature of the ýL&-Z(0).

Therefore a. 53%-5%-80% blockage case was run as a base case for the

thermal-hydraulic analysris. As discussed previously, Figure 4.4. presents the

calculational scheme and shows the interactions between the RELAP5, and SCDAP

results.

The anallysis assumed the fuel cladding ballooning and rupture-induced blockage

at the fourth elevation until 1250 K (17902F) were reached on the control

rods. An additional 5% blockage was applied to the. second elevation until 2245

K (35802F) were reached onl the fuel rod due to control rod. material

relocation. During the final stage of thecalculations, an 80% blockage due to

fuel liquefaction was applied to che first elevation. The blockages at the

fourth and second elevations were removed when the first elevation blockage

occurred because of the material relocations at these elevations.

The RELAPS/MOD2 code, employing the indicated blockages between the indicated

temperature intervals, provided the thermal-hydraulic information required for

the SCDAP code for the detailed core thermal response calculations, which will
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be decribed in sect-ion 7.

The 53-6-7-80% blockage case was 3lso analyzed to de-.errnir.e -.he sensiý,ivityof

the RELAP5 -calculated LOFT system thermal-hydraulic behavior to blockage. The

results off the 53-67-80 blockage case will not be shown in t~he next section

because the diffferences with the base case were negligible ',A simillar trend

was observed during the BE? calculations) .
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5. RESULTS OF THE RELAP5/MOD2 BASE CALCULATION

This section presents the thermal-hydraulic results of Experiment L?-FP-2 base

posttest calculation. Prior to perform the posttest calculation, a steady

state calculation was executed to obtain the initial conditions -measurea

during the experiment. Following the steady state calculation, the transient

calculation was started with the trip setpoints taken from the experiment

sequence of events. The following subsections discuss the steady state and

transient calculations.

5.1. Calculation of the Steady State

6
Using the steady state controller package added to the BEP input deck , the

simulated LOFT system was brought to %the required initial conditions. The

steady state calculation was performed with the transient option. The

calculation was continued until the observed variations of the calculated

values of these parameters from their desired values were acceptable. The key

parameters controlled using the control variables were the primary system

pressure, pressurizer level, cold leg temperature, primary system mass flow

rate and iteam generator secondary level. The behaviors of the secondary side

feed and steam flows, pump speed and head, pressurizar heater p ower,

pressurizer spray valve and steam generator main steam valve positions, and

primary side charge or let down flows were the other parameters checked for

the steady state.

The system pressure was controlled by the pressurizer spray which injected

cold leg fluid to the pressurizer to reduce the pressure if the pressure was

calculated to be greater than the measured value. The second controller on the

system pressure was the pressurizer heaters. These heaters, although in

reality were located close to the bottom of the pressurizer, were placed at

the mixture level in the RELAP5 model to increase the boiling. The pressurizer

level was control-led by two controllers. One controller which charged fluid at

the cold leg temperature to the cold leg if the pressurizer level was lower

than the setpoint. The second controller dumped the system fluid to a time

dependent volume if the pressurizer liquid level was -igher than the set-

point. The final values of the primary pressure and pressurizer level were

calculated to be almost the same as their measured values. The -final valve

positions controlling the pressurizer spray, primary system charge or let down
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flows were zero. The final pressurizer heater power was zero. -he pressurizer

surge li4ne flow was negligible at the end of the steady state calcu].azion..

The primary loop flow was adjusted by using a proportionallintegral controller

based on loop flow error to control pump speed. The steady state intact !cop

flow was calculated to be the same as the experimental value. The pump speed

and head were in agreement with the measured initial values. The 6broken loop

-flow (from the vessel to the cold leg and via the reflood assist valve to the

hot leg and back to the vesseil. was small and based on the leak flow through

the reflood assists by-pass valve. The total by-pass leak flow based on -:he

flow loss coefficients used in -.he input deck was calculated to be 6.9% of the

total loop flow. This value compares well with the generally accepted 7% of

the loop flow.

The cold leg temperature was controlled by the main steam valve position with

a proportional/ integral control system. 3ased on the steam flow rate and heat

transfer to the secondary side, the code calculated the secondary system

pressure. Another control logic was used to adjust the feed flow to control

the steam generator required level. This controller was also coupled to the

main steam flow. The steam generator level, main steam and feed water flows

were calculated to be the same as measured. Although the steam and feed water

flow rates were correctly calculated, the steam generator secondary side

pressure was the only parameter being calculated offset by 0.19 Mpa from the

measured equivalent.

After about 200 s of calculation the steady state was considered acceptably

stable. Tables 5.1 compares the calculated and measured steady state values.

Most of the values are in good agreement with the measured initials

conditions.

Despite of "he trials done to Increase the steam generator secondary pressure,

(decreasing the hydraulic diameter) no success was reached. The complex

geometry and atypical internal structure of the steam generator with rather

simple nodalization are the possible causes of the problem.
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Table 5.1. Initial conditions for experiment LP-FP-2

Comparison between calculated and mneasured

values

Calculated

Value

Measured

ValueParameter

Primary Coolant System

Core delta T (K

Primary system pressure (hot leg) (MPa)

Hot leg temperature (K

Cold leg temperature (K

Loop mass flow (kgis).

Primary coolan~t pump speeds

(both pumps) (rpm)

Pump differential pressure (KPa)

10.54

14.98

570.37

559 .83

475.04

3240.1

3273.7

450 .0

11.7

14.98

571.6

559.9

475.0

3200.0

3200.0

475.*0

+1.4

1 0.1

+ 0.8

+ 1.1

+ 2.5

Reactor Vessel

Power level (MW)

Pressure drop (KPa

Steam Generator

26.8

190 .0

26.8 +a 1.4

195.0 + 5.6

Secondary system pressure (MPa)

Water level (in)

Pressure drop tprimary side) (KPa)

6.19

3.12

237.1

6.38 + 0.08

3.12 + 0.06

230.0

Pressurizer

Water temperature fK)

Pressure (MPai

Liquid level :i

613.5

14.95

1.06

616.9

1.5.1

1.*06

4

4.

2.1

0.1

0.*06
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5.2. Base Transient Calculation

This section presents a. comrparison of the pos-cexperimernt calcu~ation us:3ing

RELAP5/MOD2/36.04 and the measured thermal-hydraulic data.

Once the steady-state result3 were considered acceptable, the steady state

controllers associated with the pressurizer heaters, pressurizer scray,

primary system mass charger and letdown, pump speed. and various valve

position were removed. The trips for various actions were defined based on the

measured data.

The transient calculation was starred from time zero and using the last

restart record in the steady state restart-plot file. The complete transient

was calculated in Alive major intervals, as it is depicted in figure 4.4. The

whole transient calculation was carried out in 1850 sec.

A summary of the calculated significant events for Experiment LP-FP-2 are

chronologically listed in Table 5.2. in comparison with the measured values.

The agreement can be considered as remarkable.

Figure 5.1 shows a comparison of the calculated and measured primary system

pressures. Both curves show a slight drop in pressure following scram and a

subsequent rapid decrease down to saturation pressure following break

initiation. The and of subcooled blowdown happened at 62 s, compared with the

53 s indicated from measurements. A slightly lower pressure was reached in the

calculation due to the slightly lower initial fluid temperature (see Table

5.1). The pressure response agreed -well with the observed data for the period

until initiation of the LPIS line break at 221.6 s.
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Table 5.2. Chronology of events for Experiment LP-FP-2.

between calculated and measured values.

Comparison

Event

Scram

PCP coastdown initiated

ILCL break initiated

PCP coastdown complete a

End of subcooled blowdown b

Secondary relief valve cycle

Pressurizer empty

LPIS line break initiated

Secondary pressure exceeded primary system

pressure

Earliest coolant thermocouple deviation

from saturation (voidage at that location)

Upper plenum

Hot leg pipe

Downcorner

Lower plenum

Fuel rod cladding heatup started in PFM

Fuel rod cladding heatup started in CFM

ILCL" break closed

ILCL break reopened

PORV opened

F3 filter on line

RELAP5/MOD2

Calculated

Time (s)

0.0

9.7

32.9

28.*5

62.0

70.0

60.0

221.6

230.0

Time After Experiment

initiation

,s)

0.0

9.7

32.9

25.1

53.0

56.0

60.0

221.6

260.0

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

0.1

0.1

0.1

1.0

1.0

5.0

0.1

10.0

415.0

390.0

741.*0

970.0

666.*0

711.0

735.5

877.6

882.0

950.0

300.0

390.0

730.*0

800.0

662 ,0

689,0

735.5

877.6

882.0

950.8

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

4.

10.0

10.0

10.0

20.0

2.0

2.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1
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Table 5.2. (continuedi

RELAP5/MOC2 Time After Zxperiment

^alculated iniriation

-(Time (S) (S)-vent

ILCL closed

P0RV closed

First indication of (gap) fission products

at Fl (clad rupture at about 1-200 'K)

Control. Rod Failure (1250 2K)

Peripheral fuel. cladding reached 1460 K

(21722F)

.Maximun upper plenum coolant temperature

reachede

First indication of (fuel.) F~s at F1, F2,

and F3 (Fuel Failure at about 2245 2K)

Cladding temperat-ires reach 21CO K

(33201K)

Shroud temperature reached trip setpoint

950.0

950.00

U.76.1

1428.0

1021. 5

U162.0

1200.0

1500.0

4.

4.

0. 1

0.11

+ 20.0

-d

1767.0

1539.8

!.490 .0

1495.0 +.

1500.0 +.

5.0

10.0

15-04.0 + 1.0

1st thermocouple

2nd thermocouple

laximum cladding temperature reached

LPIS line break closed

Maximum upper plenum metal temperature

reached e

ECCS initiated

Accumuia.ýor flow stopped

Maximum LPIS.. line coolan,: -:emperature

reached

Core quenched

1769.0

1778.5

1770.0

1769.3

1825.0

1777.5

1805.0

1743.*0

1766.0

-f

1777.6

1780 .0

1782.6

1795.0

1800. 0

1795.0

1.0

1.0

4.

4.

.4.

4

4.

0.1

S.C

0.1

2.0

5.0

5.0
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Table 5.2 (continued)

a. The pumps were allowed to coastdown under the inf luence of the motor

generator flywheel until the pump speed reached 750 rpm. At that time, the

flywheel was disconnected from the motor generator and the pumps quickly

stopped adding energy to the fluid. The time at which the flywheel was

disconnected is defined as the time the PCP coastdown was complete.

b. End of subcooled blowdown is defined as the time when the first measured

fluid temperature outside of the pressurizer reaches saturation conditions.

c. The ILCL Break and the PORV were closed when the calculated primary System

pressure dropped below 1.38 MPa.

d. None of the cladding thermocouples in the peripheral fuel bundle measured

validated temperatures above the setpoint. The two that gave readings above

this setpoint failed before reaching the setpoint. However the calculated

cladding temperatures reached this ECCS trip setpoint before that the

shroud setpoint.

e. These temperatures represent the maximum measured temperatures before

reflood at these locations. The thermocouple output during reflood could

not be interpreted.

f. Because of the large number of cladding thermocouples in the central fuel

module that failed at high temperatures during the transient. it is niot

possible to determine the precise maximum temperature or the time at which

it occurred. The time is estimated %to be between 1782 and 1795 s. The

maximum temperature exceeded 2400 K (38602F) based on extropolations from

valid temperature readings before thermocouple failure.

g. The peripheral fuel modules were quenched by 1793 s. Most of the central

fuel module cladding thermocouples were quenched by 1795 s. Some isolated

thermocouples indicated persistent high (superheated) temperatures a few

minutes later. interpretation of the temperature data is complicated by the

large number of thermocouples in the center fuel module that failed during

or just before reflood.
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In contrast with the good agreement for the period prior to LIS line break

initiation (221.6 s), the subsequent depressurization rate w*as iniltially

underestimated until 350 sec, and overestimated from 425 s up to the closure

of the ILCL break at 735.5 s. This anomalous behaviiour is not well understood.

It was postulated in the QLR 3that the complicated network of bends in the

LIS line resulted in a hi.gher flow resistance under single phase conditions

and also inhibited the draining of liquid from the line under two phase

conditions. There is an indication from measurements of the fluid temperature

that the LPIS line was not completely drained until after about 1200 s. The

latter effect differs from the calculation in which the LPIS line was

completely void after about 425 s. The venting of steam, calculated by the

code, would not readily take place with liquid remaining in the line. The

higher system pressure observed affects all the comparisons of system

hydraulics and core thermal response beyond 425 s.

The LPIS line and break characteristics had previously been considered to be a

major source of uncertainty. .An attempt was made in the BEP document to

estimate the effect of the uncertainty by performing a sensitivity calculation

with the break flow areas reduced by 30%. This provided a slightly better

agreement, but still overpredicted the depressurization rate.

In fact, our group found one error in the SEP input deck. This was a wrong

area in the component 355 which simulated the LPIS isolation valves. The true

area is a 42% lower than the LPIS line full flow area (6.818 E-4 m 2) -See

reference 17 for more details. This update along with new length and loss

coefficients in the LPIS pipe component 325 (also wrong in the BEP deck) have

been taken into 'consideration in our analysis, as it was discussed in section

4.3 of this report. It is obvious that the present posttest analysis improves

largely the SEP results. But it is still unable to give a full satisfactory

representation of the LPIS line flow characteristics.

It is not clear enough if it is still a nodalization problem or a code

deficiency (errors in the critical flow model).

The present analysis could be improved using two different discharge

coefficients for the two-phase and single phase flow periods of the LPIS

discharge process (0.82 has been employed for this calculation all trough the

transient - see section 4.2-). However this does not seem to be very

consistent with previous experiences using RELAP5/MOD2.
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After the initial closure of the ILCL break at 735.5 sec. the calculated

depressurization rates agreed well with --he data. The only exceptiocn is that

the closure times of the ILCL break and the PORV (?resure lower than 1.38 Mips)

were calculated very soon (see table 5.2) due to the lower than measured

calculated pressure.

The measured and calculted secondary system pressures are shown in Figure 5.2.

The measured steam generator secondary pressure, after termination of

feedwater and steam flows, increased to the main steam valve cycling setpoint

of 7.11 4Pa (1031 psia) at 56 s compared with the 70 s predicted. The

differences in pressure increase and time of valve cycling are possibly due to

slightly different initial conditions and to the SG leak model. The secondary

system continued to act as a heat sink until the primary pressure had dropped

below the secondary pressure. This was predicted at 230 s compared with the

observed time of 2-60 s.

The rate of depressurization is slightly overestimated due to the differences

in the primary system pressure and possibly to some unaccuray of the steam

generator simple leak modelling, used for the analysis.

Figure 5.3. shows a comparison of the calculated and measured collapsed liquid

level in the steam generator. The discrepancies can be associated to the leak

modelling, but they are considered to be unrelevant for the calculation.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the average fluid densities measured by the gamma

densitometers in the broken and intact loop hot legs compared to the values

calculated by PELAP5/1OD2. The gamma densitometer sources wiere prematurely

isolated. These density data are available only for the first 260 s of the

transient. These data show that the voiding started at abou-t 50 s. i~n the

intact loop hot leg and at 85 s in the broken loop hot leg what is in good

agreement with the RELAPS/'MOD2 results. While the level decrease in the loops

could not be directly monitored later than 260 s, it is clear from thermo-

couple data on the upper plenum that the loop was void by 470 s9 * As shown in

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 RELAP5/MOD2 calculated that the intact loop and broken

loop hot legs were voided at 390 s and 415 s respectively.

The pressurizer emptied at about 60 s, time which was well determined by

RELAP5/M002 as it is shown in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7 shows the measured and calculated intact loop hot leg flow for the

first 500 s. Measured data were lost after opening of the LPIS line break. An

excellent agreement was obtained for this initial phase of the transient. Mass

flowrates in the intact loop hot leg show that loop flow ceased when the

pressurizer emptied, at about 60 s.

Figure 5.8 shows the calculated Primary Coolant System Mass Inventory. The

transmittall magnetic tape containing the experimental data did not contain

any mass inventory results. However, lately, the PCS mass inventory has been
9derived from the mass increase in the BST . These data have not been qualified

during the transient. Thus, the derived PCS mass inventory is useful for trend

information, though not for absolute magnitudes during the transient. The

trends are reasonable, and a single point check of the mass inventory can be

made since the levels were qualified both for initial conditions and for the

time after isolation of the PCS. The derived mass inventory is shown in Figure

5.9 and indicates that the inventory decreased from an initial value of 4700

kg (10360 lbm) to a minimun of just over 500 kg (1100 Ibm) at 1300 s. This

single points can be compared to the computed values of 4892 kg at the

begining and 668.6 kg at 1769.

By c~omparing Figures 5.8 and 5.9 we can see that the PCS mass inventory

decreased rates are well computed by RELAP5. For the first 300 s RELAP5

determines a rate of 8.6 kg/s versus the 8 kg/s observed experimentally.. From

300 s to 1000 s RELAP5 calculates 2.2 kg/s versus a measured value of 3

kg/s. And finally between 1000 s and 1300 s the values are 0.2 kg/s versus 1

kg/s respectively. This last larger difference can be attributed to the

earlier than measured closure time of the ILCL break and the PORV (Table 5.2).

The calculated break mass flow rates are presented in Figures 5.10.a and

5.10.b. The fact that the actual primary system pressure (Fig 5.1) was higher

during the heat up and core damage phase -from 1200 to 1750 s- means that

there was a greater driving head to sustain the E.PIS break flow. The measured

pressure data were in the range 1.2 to 1.45 MPa, compared with the RELAP5/MOD2

values of 0.76 to 1.2 MPa for the same time period. The LPIS line flow

calculated and some measured single points are compared in Figure 5.11 for the

critical time period, for which the flow of single phase vapor was both

determined by the code and indicated by measurements. During the time of

fission product release and transport, the steam flowrate was approximately

0.2 kg/s.
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The experimental mass flow rate is slightly greater tnan the calculated one,

what is consistent with the higher primary system pressure. However rhe

differences with the calculated values (7 to 15% in flow) are much smaller

than those found in the planning of the LP-FP-2 experiment (see Appendix F of

Reference 3).

In any case these differences in the break flow have an impact in the core

flow. Although there was no direct measurement of the core -mass flow, the

experimental steam flow rate in the center fuel module was obtained i.n

Reference 9 from an analysis of the core thermal measured data. The resulting

total .mass flow rate for the center fuel module was 0.04 kg/s (0.09 Ibm/s) or

0.4 g/s (9 x 10- lbm/s) per fuel rod, which is 3 times the value calculated(

prior 'to the experiment 3. The mass .flow rate *was sufficient to allow the

metal-water reaction to- proceed w*ithout steam starvation, as it was observed

in the experiment.

This value can be compared to the core flows calculated by RELAPS/MOC2 which

are shown in Figure 5.12. The calculated CM? inlet flow during the damage

phase (1200 to 1750 s) is a fac-!or 5 to 25 lower than the experimentally

derived value. Thi-s will be the cause of the calculated steam starvation

conditions that will be shown later on this section. This enormous difference

in the CF14 inlet flow calculation can not be explained in terms of the

differences in the LPIS line flow.

As will be explained in section 5.3, the lower than measured CFM inlet flow

can be related to either errors in the calculation of the core flow

redistribution due to blockages or to phenomena which have not been considered

in the calculations (i.e. steam generation due to the slumping of some molten

material into the lower plenum), or both.

Figure 5.13 shows the calculated collapsed liquid level in the reactor vessel.

Two curves are shown in this picture. One is the liquid level calculated

through the average channel in -.he core -see the nodalization diagram ijn

Figure 4.3- and the other is the one calculated through the C.", . No

significant differences were found between both calculations.

The progression of core uncovery in the center and peripheral fuel assemblies

is fairly rapid until the cold leg break was closed at 735 s; thereafter the
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uncovery progresses very slowly. Iýt is hypothesized that closure of ':he cold

leg break, in ter-min~ating the system depressurization, caus ed 3 sh-arp

reduction in the rate of vapor gen~eration and thereby brought about a total or

partial collapse of the froth level in the vessel. Following the reopening of

the ILCL the liquid level decreased again rapidly but after the final :LCAL,

break closure the system pressure then remained almost constant so that the

continuation of core uncovery until the end of transient was solely dependent

on heat input from the fuel and metalwork.

Several points representing the experimental progression of core uncovery as

indicated by the observed initiation of heatup are also shown. The differences

are not considered to be very important as long as the Departure from Nucleate

Boiling (DNB) times at different axial levels are very accurately determined

as will be shown below.

Comnarison of Core Thermal Response

First of all it should be emphasized the known limitations in the capability

of RELAPS/MCD2 to model the core thermal response during a severe accident.

Keep~ng in mind this fact, the core temperature excursion calculated by RELAP5

should be considered only as an approximation to the reality.

Figure 5.14 presents the measured cladding temperatures at the 0.25 m (10

inch) elev;ation in the center fuel assembly with the calculation at the

nearest modeled location. The DNB time and the initial heat up rate are in

close agreement with the measured data. However after the first CFM blockage

simulated in RELAP5 due to clad ballooning (1176s) -see Table 5.2- the rise

rate was overpredicted until the end of the transient. The average temperature

rise rate until 1700 s was calculated to be about 0.8 K/s, higher than the 0.5

K/s observed in the experiment.

The unaerprediction of nass fl~ow of steam through the CFM is believed to have

resulted in an undernredizct.on of heat transfer coefficient. The observed

increase in the tempoerature rise rate at 1700 s occurred at a too low

temperature of about 9C0 ( 11612K), to be the result of rapid metal-water

reaction at this location and was not calculated. The observed behaviour may
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be the result of the thermal radiation due to the temperature of the material

at higher elevations or to material relocation (nos:ý probable). .Neither

thermal radiation in the axial lirection ncr the direct effect of material

relocation on local temperature is modeled by RELAP5.

Figure 5.15 compares the fuel rod cladding temperature measured at the 0.69 -,

(27 inch) elevation in the center assembly with the corresponding RELAPS

results. Good agreement with the initial heat-up rate of 2.2 K/S (4.0 F/s) -gas

obtained in the calculation during the period prior to PORV operation and

reopening of the cold leg bDreak. The observed temperature rise rate then

decreased, apparently due, to flashing of !-'quid in the lower plenum induced

by the ' depressurization. However this effect is not so strong in the

calculation because of the lower than measured depressurization rate during-

this period. This causes a higher than measured temperature prior to the

initiation of the Metal-Water reaction (MWR). As a consequence, the Initiation

of the MWR dominated temperature excursion begins much earlier in the

calculation (1225 s) that in the data (1590 s). What is more surprising is

that the observed oxidation of zircaloy by steam becomes important at

temperatures in excess of. 1400 K (2060 2F) ,in contrast.-wit. the 1273 2K

--onsidered in the Cathcart-Pawell model. Wde have not found any satisfactory

explanation to this fact. Following M-W reaction onset as predicted by REELAP5.

the rise rate was then overestimated until about 1550 a, when the code

calculates a too low C714 steam "low, which is not enough "to mantain the

exothermic reaction. Even though this steam starvation situation, the maximum

calculated clad temperature of 24302K is very close to the maximum validated

experimental data. The calculated cooldown due to the ECCS injection is much

faster than the observed one at this elevation.

Figure 5.16 compares the measured f-ael rod cladding temperature at the 1.07 mn

(42 inch) elevation In the center assembly with t~he nearest corresponding

calculated temperatures '0.84- to 1. 12-rn (33- to 44-inches) elevation). The

average rate of temperature rise was observed to be about 1.3 K/s (2.3 F/a)

-until 1450 a (after which the temperature Increased very rapidly due to the

metal-water reaction). Up to this point in time the temperature increase

calculation was not too diff~erent from :he data. As before, the initially

higher than measured temperatures can be associated with the underprediction

of the CF?4 steam flow. The observed temperature rise rate Increased rapidly

after 1450 s, when the cladding temperature was about 1500 K (22402F), to

about 22 K/s (402F/S). Only a small increase in the temperature rise rate was
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calculated because the comparatively low mass flow rate in the center

assembly, about 0.0035 Kg/s, resulted in steam limitation at this elevation.

It should be noticed that the maximum cladding temperatures measured (2400 K)

were located at this elevation, whereas the maximum predicted temperatures

occurred at the 0.56- to 0.84-mn (22- to 33-inch) elevation.

In contrast with the previous picture, the quenching of the clad due to the

ref'lood is accurattely simulated.

Figures 5.17 to 5.19 compare the code results with the measured cladding

temperatures in the peripheral fuel assemblies at different elevations.

Figure 5.17 shows an excellent agreement between the calculated and measured

peripheral clad temperatures at the 10- in elevation until about 1700 s. At

1700 s, the thermocouples near the outside of the shroud, particularly at

lower elevations, began an extraordinary temperature excursion. The cause of

the rapid peripheral temperature rise is somewhat uncertain. The exothermic

reaction between zircaloy and water is not considered a possibility because

the initiation temperatures were too low; nor is radiation from the shroud

wall likely because the wall temperature is lesser than that reached by the

fuel rod thermocouples at this elevation. It is judged that the rapid

temperature rise was caused by shunting of the thermocouple leads, where they
9passed through an area of high temperature (near the top of the core).

Therefore the differences with the calculated results are meaningless.

The maximum cladding temperatures measured in the peripheral fuel assemblies

occurred at the 0.66 m (26 inch) elevation on fuel rods adjacent to the

insulating shroud. Figure 5.18 shows the temperature history recorded by

thermocouple TE-4H15-026 together with the corresponding temperatures

predicted by RELAP5/MOD2. -The agreement is excellent until the opening of the

PORV (882 s). Due to the lower than measured primary system pressure, the

cooling induced by the opening of the PORV (flow increase) is less effective

in the calculations than in the measurements. Taking also into account the

earlier closure of the PORV, the calculated temperatures of the peripheral

modules are greater than the observed ones until about 1600 s. Then the same

sudden temperature excursion took place. As explained in Figure 5.18, no

credit was taken of this excursion. The calculated maximum peripheral cladding

temperatures (1460 K) occurs at 4th elevation in contrast with the experi-

mental observations. This can be easily justified in terms of the strange
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recorded temperature excursion at lower elevations.

Figure 5.13 shows a comparison of the recorded peripheral fue! assembly

temperatures at 45 in elevation with the corresponding -RELAP5 results. The

agreement between data and computational results is remarkable.

The temperature measured on the outer wall of the shroud at the location close

to TE-2H15-026 and the temperature calculated by RELAP5 are shown in Figure

5.20. The programmatic experiment termination criterion was reached on the

shroud outer wall (temperature above 1517 IK). However the calculation using

RELAP5/M40D2 uncierpredicted the shroud temperature measured at this location

and also those measured at the 0.81. m (32 inch), and 1.07 m (42 inch)

elevations due to the lack of a model for thermal radiation, an important

mechanism controlling the temperature rise of unheated structures. 'For this

reason the ECCS trip criterion chosen for the RELAP5/M0D2 simulation was only

the maximum peripheral clad temperature (1460 K), neglecting the shroud
criterion.

rn any case, the relationship between the center and peripheral fuel rod

temperatures and the shroud ones was in good agreement with the data. As a

r .esult, the time above 2100 K (33212F) in the center bundle was calculated to

be about 279 s -Table 5.2- in very close agreement with the 270 s measured in

the plant.
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5.3. Conclusions of the Base Case Transient Calculation

- Even though RELAP5/MOD2 has been used beyond its own design capabilites, the

calculations reproduced, in general, reasonably well the experimental data.

- The major problem observed in system hydraulic calculations is the lower

than measured primary system pressure after LPIS line break opening.

- It is believed that the LPIS line flow characteristics completely affect the

pressure evolution.

- The calculated and measured core uncovery processes are in very close

agreement (DNB time at different elevations is fairly accurately computed).

- The global core thermal response during Experiment LP-FP-2 was, in general,

reasonably well calculated by RELAP5/MOD2, keeping in mind the limited

capability of the code to model the processess that take place at high

temperatures. (neither radiation nor relocation models)

- Measured. and calculated core heat-up rates prior to the onset of the rapid

oxidation are in overall agreement. The differences are explained

considering the lower core mass flow induced by the lower than measured

primary system pressure.

- After a rapid oxidation begins, the calculation significantly underestimates

the rate of heatup in the upper part of the CFM due to the steam starvation

calculated by the code.

- Uncertainties in the degree of CFM blockage, core flow redistribution caused

by blockage, and amount of steam flow generated by the slumping of molten

core materials into the lower plenum are thought to be the most probd~ble

causes for the steam limitation observed in the calculations.



6. RELA?5/MOD2_ SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

As discussed in previous sections of this report, the amount of CFM

blockage during the transient is one of the major uncertainties in th-e

RELAPA5/!OD2 calculation.

The different than observed CFM heat-up behaviour is clearly due to the

very low CFM mass flow calculated by RELAP5. This, in turn, is strongly

influenced by the amount of UFM blockage. Urtil more experimental evi-

dence of the degree of blockage can be known from PIE s -, it is very

difficult to estimate the real blockages of the CFM. In the same way,

considering the sensitivity studies conducted at the INEL for the BEP

document 9, and based on our own experience in performing several IRELAP5

posttest runs, the RELAP5/NOD2 does not seem to be very sensitive to

variations in the degree of blockage. Also, the large number of runs re-

quired to obtain a reasonable value of the amount of blockage for every

different physical phenomena, drove us to choose the simplest option,

i.e.: To run a NON-CFM4-BLOCKAGE RELAP5 calculation.

The idea behind this NON BLOCKAGE sensitivity analysis was to get the

same global thermal-hydraulic calculated results, but with different

core mass flow distribution, and so different clad temperature excur-

sions.

A non-blockage calculation would a priori increase the CFM inlet mass

flow, providing more steam available to react with the Zr such that the

cladding temperatures would reach higher values than previously calcula-

ted.

The results of this sensitivity analysis with respect to the blockages

are presented below.

6.1 Results of the Sensitivity with Respect to the Blockages.

In the following paragraphs, the results of this RELAP5/MOD2 sensi-

tivity study with respect to blockages are presented. In the fi-

gures, the notation is as follows:

36



RCR stands for the RELAPS calculated results taking into

account the core renodalizations induced by --he bloc-

kages.

U4RN stands for the RELAPS calculated results neglecting the

core geometry changes.

As expected, the general LOIFT system behaviour, best represented by

the primary system pressure, was not affected by the non-blockage

simulated conditions (see Figure 6.1). The same was true for other

important thermal-hydraulic parameters as secondary system pressure,

loop densities, break flows and core liquid level.

The major impact of this NON-BLOCKAGE CASE is the mass flow distri-

bution within the core. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show a comparison of

core flows between the RELAP5/MOD2 base case and the sensitivity

analysis results. Figure 6.2 shows a comparison of both calculated

CFM inlet flows. The CFM mass flow calculated by RELAP5/MOD2 without

blockages is about the double than the calculated for the base case

during the period 1200 s to 1550 s, and a factor 6 for the latest

phase of the transient (1550 s to 1750 S). As a consequence, th e

flow through the peripheral channel calculated for the NO BLOCKAGES

case is lower than that of the base case.

These differences in the mass flow through the peripheral channels

are not large enough to substantially modify the heatup process in

those assemblies (see figure 6.4). However, the new higher CFM inlet

flow dramatically affects the temperature excursion in this assem-

bly, which is basically controlled by the metal-water reaction.

Figures 6.5 to 6.7 present a comparison of both calculated CFM clad

temperatures results with the measured values. &The reduced pressure

drop in the CFM (No-blockages) allows enough vapor flow through it,

to sustain the metal-water reaction, obtaining clad temperatures

even higher than the measured ones. Not only the maximum

temperatures, but also the heatup rates are in closer agreement with

the experimental data than those previously calculated.
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Therefore it has been shown that a RELAP5/MOD2 calculation neglec-

ting the center fuel assembly geometric changes can reproduce

reasonably well the experimental thermal response of the A.P-FP-.2

core.

It can be then concluded that the core flow redistribution following

blockages is one of the most important uncertainties associated with

the RELAPS/140D2 simulation.

6.2 General Conclusions of the RELAP5/MOD2 Calculation

- RELAP5/MOD2 has shown to be a more than expected powerful tool to

reproduce reasonably well the LP-FP-2 experimental results.

- The uncertainties associated with the LPIS line nodalization have

been considerably reduced in the present analysis.

- Core flow redistribution after blockage is probably the most im-

portant phenomenon for the-experiment LP-FP-2 simulation.

- It is dif-ficult to establish the possible RELAPS/MOD2 deficiencies

in predicting the flow redistribution until the actual blockages

are known from postirradiation examinations (PIE) 
21

- However, it has been shown that the LP-FP-2 core thermal response

can be approximated using RELAP5/MOD2 by doing some sensitivity

analysis with respect to the CFM blockages.

- Of course, an integral RELAP5/SCDAP simulation should reduce the

calculational uncertainties (better estimation of the amount of

blockage and timing).

- The steam generated by the slumping of hot core material into the

lower plenum water should be taken into account in the calcula-

tion. T-his might be only possible in the integrated code simula-

tions.
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7. SCDAP/MODl NODALIZATION FOR LP-FP-2 EXPERIMENT

7.1. SCDAP model for Experiment L.?-FP-2

Following the initiation of the LP-FP-2 core uncovery. the damage phase of the

transient began to take place.

In order to simulate the core damage propagation, we need to use a tool

suitable for analyzing the thermal, mechanical and chemical behaviour of the

core during this period of the transient.

The relevant phenomena to be considered are the following:-

- Geometric changes due to fuel clad ballooning and relocation of molten

material.

- Cladding oxidation.

- Heat tranfer at high temperatures (rod-to-rod radiation)

To simulate these phenomena we have used the SCADP/MODl/V23. code in its

stand-alone version.

As liscussed in Section 4 of this report, RELAP5/MOD2 is to compute the gene-

ral thermal -hydraulic behaviour of the plant and the boundary conditions re-

quired by SCDAP. Meantime, SCDAP is to calculate the core fuel temperatures

and mechanical behaviour including blockages and the new flow areas required

by RELAPS/MOD2. After a short number of interdependent calculations the final

results can be considered as a "best estimate" analysis. In fact, boundary

conditions are not very sensitive to small variations of the blockages. So

this passive link beetween both codes becomes useful and enough accurate for

our purposes.

SCDAP was used to simulate only the response of the centre bundle. The peri-

pheral bundles do not reach temperatures high enough to appreciate any sigini-

ficant change with respect to the .RELAP5/M002 calculation. This procedure

saved computer time, while keeping the required precision.
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7.2. Nodalization

For the SCDAP calculations, the input moode for the center bundle is def ined

as shown in Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The model has two fuel rod components with

radial peaking factors of 0.93 and 1.022 with respect to the center bundle

average power, and 1 control rod, 1 guide tube, and 1. shroud components. All

components are divided into six axial nodes, each 0.2794 m (11 in.) long, as

shown in Figure 7.2. Every fuel rod was divided into six radial (annular)

nodes: four for the fuel pellets, one for the gap, and one for the zircaloy

cladding.

The guide tube with the control rod is divided into five fixed radial nodes

for the material layers which includes the poison, stainless steel cladding,

gap, and zircaloy guide tube. The thermal shroud is divided into 20 radial

nodes as shown in Figure 7.3. The argon gas gaps in both sides of the

insulator are modeled. An adiabatic boundary is assumed to be on the outside

of the thermal shroud.

7.3. Input Data

7.3.1. Basic input deck..

The basic input deck is very similar to that used in the "Bett Estimate

Prediction for LOFT Project Fission Product Experiment LP-FP-2" (Ref. 6),

apart from several modifications that were made in order to update the input

to the actual conditions of the experiment.

The following parameters were updated for this postutest analysis:

- Power level

- Burn-up

- Decay power

- Initital temperatures

- TH Boundary conditions

- Other minor modifications.
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7.3.2. Modifications

An updated specific power level was calculated taking into account that "he

power of the core during the pretransiernt phase was 26.8 M-W (Ref. 3) and a

power fraction of 17,43% generated by the centre bundle (See Apendix F of Ref.

9) The results of this calculation were 4.37436E8 Win and 3.980732 W/m for

the hot (PF=l.022) and average (PF= 0.93) fuel rods respectively.

The actual centre fuel bundle burn-up was 429.4 MWD/MTU (Ref. 3). Instead of

the detailed core power history, given in Figure 2.6 a constant power of 26.8

MW was assumed during 9.17 days to obtain the same CFM burnup, to simplify the

SCDAP input.

The posttest decay power has been calculated from the relative posttest decay

power received from INEL 22corrected by the actual specific power (see table

7.1). As seen on table 7.1, 420 s is the starting time for the SCDAP analysis,

because RELAP5/MOD2 calculated the core uncovery beginning at about that time.

Initial CFM rod temperatures, pressure, and liquid level (collapsed liquid

level) values all throughout the tfransient were taken from the RELAP5/MOD2

base calculation.

The inlet mass flow to the centre bundle is the most important parameter for

the SCDAP analysis. Its large influence on the heat-up and steam starvation

was the reason to perform several sensitivity studies. The input and the

results of these studies will be discussed in section 7.4.

The outer Zr0 2 layer failure temperature specified in the input deck was 2960

K (melting temperature of the Z" 0 2)

Other minor update was the addition of the input card 80.1 required by

SCDAP/MODl version 20 and successives which was not previously required by

former code versions.
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Table 7.1. SCADP poattent upecific power level

TRANSIENT POWER HOT COLD

TINE SCOAP TIME FRACTION MOD 3 ODO
(a) (a) ~INHL (i 3

01.0 4.3744EO 3.9807ES

420 0 -9.5415M 11.68213E&

600 Igo .020035 8.764Mi 7.9753"6

700 280 .019260 8.42S3E6 7.6668M6

800 380 .018581 6.128126 7.396%;6

900 480 .017977 7.863996 7.156196

10w0 580 .017434 7.6263E6 6.94002

1100 680 .016939 7.40982" 6.7429E6

1200 780 .016486 7.2116E6 6.5626E6

01300 Sa0 .016068 7.0281326 6.3962E26

1400 980 .015681 6.8595E6 6.242126

1400 1080 .015320 6.7016E6 6.098496

3600 1180 AMU98 6.55371.6 5.961SE6

180O 1380 .014368 6.285ME 5.7195E6

1900 14810 -

2000 .1580 .013822 6.04632.6 5.502M2

2400 1880
2500 2080 .012688 5.5582E6 5.0507E6

3000 2580 .011794 5.*15922.6 4.694BE6



7.3.3. CFM Inlet M'ass flow used for the SCDAP Analysis

The transient phenomenology calculated by SCDAP during the damage phase of the

LP-FP-2 experiment is very sensitive to the CFT1 inlet mass flow.

As shown in Figure 5.12, the RELAP5 base calculation gave a CFM inlet mass

flow ranging from 0.007 kg/s to 0.001 kg/s during the most significant time

period of the transient. (1200 s to 1770 s). These small "low values seem to

be too low, because steam starvation took place too soon, limiting the

calculated clad temperature excursion at upper core elevations (See Figure

5.16).

As will be shown in section 8.1, SCOAP, using the CPM inlet flow determined by

RELAP/MOD2 in the base case calculation, gave even lower clad temperatures

than those predicted by RELAP5.

From the experimental clad temperatures it is obvious, that the metal-water

reaction proceeded in the experiment without steam starvation. This means that

the actual CFM mass flow was higher than predicted by the RELAP5 base case

analysis.

Although there was no direct measurement of the core mass flow, a mean value

of 0.04 kg/s for the CFM was obtained- in Reference 9, based upon the

experimental core thermal response. A SCDAP run was performed using the same

input, except that the minimum CFM inlet mass flow was fixed at 0.04 kg/s.

The major result of this sensitivity analysis, not presented in tChis report,

was the fact that, if the minimum CFM inlet flow was 0.04 kg/s, the flow would

be high enough to cool the fuel, precluding cladding temperatures higher than

1200 K.

Therefore, the actual CFM flow should be between 0.001 kg/s and 0.04 kg/s.

Several sentivity studies were conducted using different minimum fixed values

for the CFM inlet flow, covering the formerly mentioned range. Cladding

temperatures and total hydrogen production were the experimental measured
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parameters used to check the goodness of the calculations. This pseudo-empiri-.

cal. procedure drove us to obtain a minimum CFM, inlet, steam flow rate of about

0.01 kg/s.

A SCDAP calculation with a constant flow of 0.01 kg/s since about 1200 s to

the reflooding calculated time of 1769.3 s, gave a good approximation of the

clad temperatures and the hydrogen production. This single value agrees well

with the experimental data available from the Power Burst Facility (PBF) 2

Data from PBF indicate that flows as little as 0.1 g/s/fuel rod are sufficient

to sustain the metal-water reaction without steam starvation . Considering

that the t.P-FP-.2 center bundle contains 100 rods, we get a minimum CFM inlet

flow of 0.01 kg/s to sustain the metal water reaction (MWR) reaction, the same

one that we obtained in our SCDAP sensitivity study.

In order to somehow take into account the blockages associated to the CF?4

damage process, this 0.01 kg/s flow was reduced in the final best estimate

posttest analysis by the same factor and timing the SCDAP computed CFI4 flow

area was blockaged.

Table 7.2 presents the effective flow area factors calculated by SCDAP for the

whole transient using 0.01 kg/s as the minimum CFM inlet flow. These factors

were applied to the flow calculated -by RELAP5/MOD2 right before the fuel clad

rupture (1176 s) to get a best estimation of the actual flow entering the CFM.

Figure 7.4 shows the CFM inlet flow (THINFLd) given as a boundary condition to

SCDAP for the final best estimate posttest analysis, along with both the

RELAP5/rMOD2 base (RCR) and the sensitivity (NRN) calculated results, for

comparison.

A full listing of the SCDAP input deck is provided in Appendix D of this

report. Using this deck, SCOAP predicts a more realistic estimation of

cladding temperatures, :!.adding oxidation and hydrogen production, as will be

presented'in section 8.2 of this report.
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Table 7.2 CFM Best Estimate !nlet FLow

Time CFM Flow Area CFM Inlet Flow

0OS to 17

1176 s .to 1545 sb

1545 s to 1660 sc

1660 s to 1769.3 s

1769.3 s to EOT

100%

42%

31%

31%

As calculated by RELAPS (base case)

0.01 kg/s

0.009 Wgs

0.0066 kg/s

As calculated by RELAPS (base case)

a. Cladding Rupture time as predicted by RELAP5 (1200K)

b. Control rod failure time as predicted by SCDAP using a minimum CF?4 inlet

flow of 0.01 Kg/s

c. Fuel failure time as predicted by SCDAP using a minimum C.FM inlet fow of

0.01 kg/s

d. ECCS injection time as predicted by RELAP5.
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8.* RESULTS OF THE SCDAP/MOD1 CALCULATION

The SCDAP code calculated the detailed representation of the central

bundle heatup, and included effects due to cladding oxidation, hydrogen

generation, and the geometry changes caused by clad ballooning and mate-

rial relocation.

Two main analyses have been performed to take into Account the influence

of inlet flow entering the CFM.

The results of both calculations are described in the following subsec-

tions.

8.1 SCDAP Results using CFM Inlet Flow directly taken from the RELAP5

Base Calculation.

Using the same flow values obtained by RELAP5 in the base calcula-

tion, the Central Fuel Module Inlet Flow was unable to provide

enough steam to sustain the initiated metal/water reaction. Because

of that, the excursion of temperatures did not take place in such an

extension and so, the experiment was hardly simulated. Figure 8.1 to

8.3 show the clad temeperatures calculated by SCDAP in comparison

with the measured data and the RELAP5/MOD2 base calculated results.

Itis interesting to point out the earlier DUB time calculated by

SCDAP. This can be due to the fact that the collapsed liquid level

given to SCDAP as a boundary condition is smaller than the real

mixture level, which accounts for the voiding effect. Also it should

be remarked that under the LP-FP-2 conditions, the RELAP5/ MOD2 heat

transfer package does not predict DNB until the void fraction is

greater than 0.999.

Besides these discrepancies the heatup rates calculated by SCDAP are

in very close agreement with the experimental data until the onset

of the M4WR.

The blockages calculated in this way were only due to ballooning and

control rod material relocation. The temperatures were not high

enough to melt the Zr and to produce the fuel liquefaction.
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This steam starvation led us to analyze several parametric studies

to conclude that an inlet flow of 0.01 Kg/s should be encugh, as i.t

has been explained before in section 7.4.

8.2 SCDAP Results using "Best Estimate" CFM Inlet Flow

This section presents the results of the best estimate posttest ana-

lysis of the LP-FP-2 experiment using the SCDAP code.

The base deck for this case is given in Appendix D and has been dis-

cussed previously in section 7. The only difference with the case

formerly presented in section 8.1 is the different CFM inlet mass

flow, which has been extensively discussed in section 7.3.3.

8.2.1 Cladding Temp~eratures

Before comparing the SCDAP results with the experimental data

it can be worthwhile to follow the whole CFM damage process

looking at the calculated clad temperatures in the average rod

at different axial locations (Figure 8.4).

The CFM uncovery started at about 450 s when the water level

dropped below the top of the core and was completed at about

890 s when the liquid level went down the bottom of the core

(see figure 5.13).

Figure 8.4 shows the maximum temperature histories of the fue-1

cladding surface at different axial elevations. After initia-

tion of the dryout the clad temperatures started to increase

due -to the lower cooling capability of the steam. The heatup

is temporarily stopped due to the increased steam flow created

by the reopening of the ILCL break (877.6 s) and the opening

of the PORV (882 s). Thereafter the temperature excursion pro-

ceeded normally driven by the fuel decay heat. Axial node 4th.

reached the clad rupture temperature of 1200 K slightly ear-

lier than the peak power node (level 3). This was so because

*of the smaller heat flux at the 4th. level, in turn, due to

the smaller temperature jump between the clad surface and the

steam at this elevation compared to the 3rd. level (peak power

ill
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node), and also because of the earlier dryout observed at this

node.

Above a temperature close to 1200 K the heat generation due to

the metal-water reaction became the most important energy

source within the CF?'!3 producing a rapid temperature excursion

at axial levels 3 and 4. Following the onset of the rapid tem-

perature excursion, the steam that flowed through the CFI4 be-

gan to be consumed by the M-W reaction, decreasing the steam

fraction in the bundle, being replaced by hydrogen (see Figure

8.5). At about 1600 s the SCDAP code predicted the total steam

starvation at core elevations above the peak power node, redu-

cing the heatup rates to the decay heat level, while there was

enough steam available to s ustain the reaction at lower eleva-

tions. This brought the peak power node to become also the

peak temperature node at the end of the transient, reaching a

maximum temperature of 2960 K versus the 2800 K calculated for

the 4th. axial node.

After reaching 2960 K, the outer ZrO 2 layer failed (as speci-

fied in the input deck 'see section 7.3-) allowing the molten,

Zircaloy above the breach node to fall downwards to lover core

elevations. The molten Zircaloy relocated at the first and se-

cond axial elevations, where it was resolidified. At- the 2nd

axial node the temperatures were in excess of 1L200 K allowing

for a rapid temperature excursion due to the M-W reaction.

Similar trends were calculated for the CFM control rods, as

shown in Figure 8.6. In this figure it is interesting to note

the plateau of the control rod temperatures at 1050 K, melting

point of the Ag/In/Cd control material. During certain time,

the control rod temperatures remains at 1050 K because the

heat generated is being consum-ed for melting the control

alloy.

Figures 8.7 to 8.9 show the comparison for two axial levels

(3th. and 4th.) among the different calculated cladding tempe-

*ratures with those experimentally measured, where the symbols

stand for:
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TE: Experimentally measured zemperature

HTTEl4P-RCR: Temperature given by RELAP taking into account

blockages.

HTTEMP-NRN: Temperature given by RELAP without renodalization.

CADCT-RCR: SCDAP temperature with inlet flow from RELAP5 base

case.

CADCT-NRN: SCDAP temperature with best estimate inlet flow.

These figures indicate a very good prediction of cladding tem-

peratures by SCDAP using the best estimated inlet flow, very

close to that given by RELAP5 withou~t taking into account the

blockages.

The shapes follow the experimentally measured temperatures

with heatup rates prior to the metal/water reaction in agree-

ment with the data.

There is a slight delay in reaching 2100 K; remaining above

this temperature during 186 s versus the 262 s measured. The

observed lack of continuity between the two levels (the calcu-

lated 3th elevation temperature excursion is anterior to the

measured one, and the 4th posterior), could be due to the fact

of having divided the fuel roa length in only a few levels.

On the other hand, using the inlet flow given by RELAPS, SCDAP

gave very low cladding temperatures because of the steam star-

vation (see section 8.1).

Figure 8.10 shows the centre bundle average rod fission pro-

duct gap inventory. At 1358 s, rupture cladding time, the

noble gases Xe and Kr were instantly released, while the Cs

and 1 remained longer due to the diffusional release process.

Figure 8.11 indicates the central bundle average rod fission

product gap release

Figure 8.12 and 8.13 show the central bundle fission product

release of soluble and noncondensable elements respectively.
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8.2.2 Cladding Oxidation and Hydrogen Generation

The heat generated by the metal/water reaction all troughout

the transient is shown in figure 8.14 wihere is relevant the

quick excursion taken place.

Figure 8.15 shows the central bundle %total hydrogen generation

rates, and figure 8.16 indicates the total hydrogen generation

in the central bundle during the transient.

The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated in the expe-

riment is 300 g. versus 236 g. measured experimentally (see

Appendix Z of Reference 9). Since there are approximately 38

Kg of Zirconium present in the CF?4, this amount of H2 corres-

ponds to an average cladding oxidation of 17.86% versus the

14% derived from the experimentally H2 measured in the BST.

The maximum oxide thickness was 36% of the cladding at the

third elevation at the end of the experiment. The oxidation of

the upper half of the bundle was lower due to the partial

steam starvation. at these locations (only 17% and 7% of clad-

ding oxidation at the fourth and fith axial nodes).

8.2.3 Center Bundle Damage Propagation and Geometry Changes

The major events that occurred in the CFM during the core da-

mage period are summarized in Table 8.1 in comparison with the

results obtained with the SCDAP analysis.

Following the core dryout, fuel rods started ballooning after

reaching about 1000 K (1100 s), producing the clad rupture at

a temperature of 1204 K (1355 s) at the 4th level. Pressure of

the inner gas inside the fuel rods at the rupture time was

calculated to be about 7 Mpa. Flow area blockages at six axial

elevations of the CFM are shown in Figure 8.17. The clad bal-

looning process began at 4th level, being followed by levels

3, 5 and 2 successively. This situation is typical of a "sau-

sage type" ballooning. The maximum blockage due to clad bal-
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TABLE 8.1 CHRONOLOGY OF CORE DAMAGE EVENTS

N
c~h

T[ME OF INITIAL FISSION PRODUCT GAP RELEASE

AG-iN-CD MELT AT 0.69M

METAL-WATER HEACTION (LEVEL 3)

MAXIMUM MEASUREDJ TEMPERATURES REACH 21009K

MUM SPREADS ACROSS 1.07M4 ELEVATION (LEVEL 4)

MUM SPREADS ACROSS 0.69M ELEVATION (LEVEL. 3)

CONTROL MtOD CLADDING RUPTURE

RELOCATrION OF MOLTEN MATERIAL

PARTIAL BLOCKAGE (CONTROL MATERIAL RELOCATION)

SECOND PARTIAL BLOCKAGE (MOLTEN Zx' RELOCATION)

END OF TRANSIENT (THlE REFLOOD STARTS)

EXPEII.TIME (S)

1200

1300 (LEVEL 3)

1430

1504

1480 to 1530

1450 to 1595

1500

1520 to 1680

1550

1640

1782.*6

1358

1470 (LEVELS 3 AND 4)

1360/1400

1580

1500 to 1600

1500 to 1700

1570

1570 to 1705

1570

1705

1770

SCDAP TIME (S)



loaning is about 53% of the initial flow area.

The control rod material of levels 3, 4 and 5 were completelj

melted at about 1520 s (see figure 8.6). At about 1570 s the

stainless steel clad of the control rods melted, disolving the

Zircaloy guide tube by the formation of an SS-Zr eutec tic at

about 1800 K. This eutectic formation produced a breach at the

4th. level of the control rod guide tubes, allowing the pre-

viously molten control alloy to flow downwards the guide

tubes. Part of the molten alloy solidified at the first axial

elevations, causing a 5% blockage, and the rest of the molten

control material dripped below the bottom of the CF,..

Finally, at about 1700 s the Zircaloy clad of fuel and control

rods failed after reaching 2960 K, fixed at the input as the

ZrO 2failure temperaure. Axial levels 3 and 4 breached, al-

lowing the molten Zircaloy flowing downwards the CFM, causing

a new blockage at levels 2 and 1, as shown in Figure 8.17 (see

also table 8.1).

Table 8.2 summarizes the geometry changes experienced by the

CFM, as calculated by SCDAP.

The CFM average fuel rod configuration at the end of the tran-

sient is presented in Figure 8.18. This fi-gure clearly shows

the clad deformation due to -the "sausage type" ballooning cal-

culated by the code, oxide thickness, and the amount of Zirca-

lay liquefied and relocated at each elevation spar..

It is surprising to observe that the code did not compute any

fuel relocation within the rods, although the maximum hoop

strain and the fuel void fraction are much larger than the

setpoints values which should activate the Axial Fuel Reloca-

tion Model (see section 4.9 of Reference 5). By reviewing the

FRELOC subroutine, we found that the coded void fraction cri-

teria is 100% instead of the code manual value of 30%, making

impossible any axial fuel relocation in the calculations.

Even mare surprinsing is the fact that the UO 2fuel was not

I 10
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]ABUI 8.2 CORE DAMAGE P~ARAMETERS

1. CLAD SWiLLING AMOUNI

CLAD SWELLING TIME

CLAD SWELLING LOCAT ION

2. CLAD R~UPTUR~E TIME

CLAD IRUPIURE LOCAT ION

3. MASS Of CONTROL MATERIAL MELTED

LOCATION Of CONTROL MAILRIAL MELTED

33.*145%

1238 S. AT 11000K

0.98M4 (LEVELS 4,.3,S,2)

11558 S. AT 1204~0K

0.98Mi (LEVEL 4i)

10.1365 K (LEVELS ~4.5,3,2)
5.9609 K IN LOWER PLENUM
1.64e12 K AT 0.1397m (LEVEL 1)
2.5344~ K AT O.'119IM (LEVEL 2. INS IDL)

(A~ 4~. BLOCKAGE DUE 10 SLUMPING

If. 1. CON I ROL RODS:

At 1570 S. THE ABSORHENI* MATERIAL BLOCKAGES A 5% AT 0.1397M (LEVEL 1)
AT 1680 S. THE GUIDE TUBE BLOCKAGES A /.5% AT 0.'4191m4 (LEVEL 2)

'4.2. FUEL RODS:
AT 1/05 S. THE CLADDING BLOCKAGES

A 5% Al 0. 131M9 (LEVEL 1). AND

A 2.5% AT 0.41I91M (LEVEL 2)

4.3. FINAL TOIAI. BLOCKAGE DVI. TO SLUMPING:

10% IN AXIAL L.EVELS I AND 2



TABLE 8.2 (CONT.)

5. CIII OXIDATION PARAMETERS

TOTAL HYDROGEN PRODUCTION 300 GRS

C~FI AVERAGE OXIDATION 17.9%

AVERAGE OXIDE THICKNESS(%
AT DIFFERENT AXIAL LOCATIONS

3RD LEVEL (0.56M TO 0.8 41m) 36%

41"' LEVEL (0.841M TO 1.12m) 17%
5"'1 LEVEL (1.12M TO l.110M) 7%



calculated to be l.iquefied at any axial locations, even though

the temperatures wEere well above the eutectic melz.ing tempera-

ture of eL--Zr (0) and UO 2(2245 K) . This fact was more sur-

prising because the SCDAP/MODl/Vl6 used in the pretest simula-

tion 6predicted liquefaction of the U0 2 at the hottest two
axial elevations.

By reviewing again the coding of version 21, we found that one

update from V20 to V121 precluded the fuel disolution if bal-

looning and double-side oxidation were considered.

Therefore, taking into account the actual coding of SCDAP/

MODX/V21, the final configuration calculated to occur sound

reasonable. However, our group, after reviewing the recently

available neutrographies of the LP-FP-2 CFM 24  consider impor-

tant to update the code to simulate the axial fuel relocation

and fuel dissolution phenomena.

8.3 Conclusions of the SCDAP/MODI. Calculations

This section summarizes the major conclusions of our LP-FP-2 post-

test analysis using SCflAPl/MODI/V21.

The conclusions are the following:

1. The core thermal response during the experiment LP-FP-2 was, in

general, fairly accurately calculated by SCDA?/MODI/V21.

2. The heat up rates prior to the M-W reaction initiation are in

close agreement with the data.

3. The very late clad rupture time calculated by the code, raises up

doubts about if the "sausage type" ballooning calculated by the

code is the most reliable model for the LP-FP-2 experiment.

4. The heat up rates after the beginning of the M-Wi reaction are

slightly different from the measured values.

5. The calculated total hydrogen generation is a little bit higher
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than the experimental data.

6. The slumping of control rod material to the lower plenum has not

been observed experimentally, indicating some possible deficien-

cies in the resolidification model used in SCDAP/MODl.

7. The blockages calculated by the code are considered. too low. Two

reasons can be identified for that:

- Deficiencies in the resolidification model that allows too much

control rod material to flow out of the bundle.

- Inadequacy of the elimination of the fuel dissolution model by

the eutectic formation with the molten Zircaloy in code version

21.

8. The maximum calculated clad temperature (2960 K) is considered to

be too high, in comparison with the experimental data. Probably,

diminishing the input temperature at which the ZrQ is considered

to fail, the maximum temperature calculated by the code could be

more realistic.

9. Several updates can be made to the code (Models for the axial

fuel relocation, fuel dissolution, clad deformation, an resoli-

dification) that could significantly improve the results.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

LOFT experiment LP-FP-2 successfully simulated the 6lowdown thermal-hy-

draulics, core uncovery, and early phases of core damage resulting from

a simulated rupture in the LPIS piping of a PIVR, the so-called V-se-

quence accident scenario. The LP-FP-2 results are unique and provide

integral data at actual thermal-hydraulic conditions, for radioactive

fission product release, transport, and deposition in an appropriate

chemical envi.ronment.

In general, the TH calculations closely simulated both the general and

specific experimental results.
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The core boiled, dry, and heated up to temperatures in excess of 2400 K

(38602F) due initially to decay heat and ultimately to a rapid .netal-wa-

ter reaction. The center fuel module control rods melted, as did a subs-

tantial fraction of the adjacent fuel rods. Much of the center fuel mo-

dule between th 0.69-rn and 1.07-rn (27-and 42-in.) elevations was calcu-

lated to relocate to the bottom of the fuel module. The thermal shroud

was able to adequately shield the peripheral fuel rods during this time,

arnd fuel rod failure was neither observed nor calculated in the periphe-

ral modules.

The principal discrepancies between data and calculations can be related

to the uncertainties in the calculated flow throughiout the breaks, and

the consequent uncertainties in the calculated core flow.

Despite the differences noted above, the calculational technique used

for this thermal-hydraulic posttest analysis (RELAPS/MOD2-SCDAP/MODl

passive coupling) has proved to be very suitable for the simulation of

the thermal-hydraulic conditions present during a V-sequence accident,

such as the one simulated by the LP-FP-2 experiment.
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APPENDIX A

LP-FP-2 EXPERIMENT INSTRUMENTATION

This Appendix A includes the measurement identification and description of

the short termi qualified data recorded for the transient phase of tha

LP-FP-2 experiment (-421 to 2096 s).

Also, a list of figures indicating the location of the most important

transducers is provided in this appendix.

For more details see references A-1 and A-2.
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TABLE A-i. MEASUREMENT 10ENTIFIERS AND CESCR:?TTCNS FOR LP-FP-Z.
(TAKEN FROM THE SHORT TERM OIRC REýPOiT)

Measurement
identi ficati on

AHZE-TS5-OG1
A142E-TSS-OOZ
AHZE-TSS-003
CR-SUP-A
CR-5UP-8

C VP 165-0115
CVP165-013A
CVP165-014A
CVP1654112
CVPI165-F113

CVP 165-FI14
CYP01654120O
CVP165-FI28
CVP 165-Fl34A
CVP165-F1348

CVP 16="-F136
CVP 165-F148
CVP165-F234A
CVP 165-F2348
CVP'I65-FZ36

CVP165-F248
CV-P004-008
CV-PO04-0O10
CV-P004-090
CV-PO04-091

CV-P 138-070A
CV-P138-071A
DE-BL-001A
DE-OL-001B
OE-EL-001C

Measurement
Descri otion

H2 COwNCENTRAT:ON
HZ CONCENTRATICN
HZ CONCENTRATIN
ROD POSITION-ROD
ROD POSITION-ROD

IN
IN
IN
5
5

CCNTAINMENT
CONTAINMENT
CONTAINMENT

VESSEL
VESSEL
VESSEL

PURGE GAS ORIFICE BYPASS VALVE
NITROGEN INLET VALVE
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE TO EST
DILUTION GAS INLET VALVE
DILUTION GAS (ORIFICE 1) VALVE

OILUTION GAS (ORIFICE 2) VALVE
ANNULUS GAS INLET VALVE.
ANNULUS GAS OUTLET VALVE
ISO VALVE Fl LINE
ISO VALVE Fl LINE

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE TO SST
CUTLET VALVE
ISO VALVE F2 LINE
ISO VALVE F2 LINE
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE TO EST

OUTLET VALVE
VALVE POSITION FEEDWATER FLOWd CONTROL
VALVE POSITION SCS STEAM FLOW CONTROL
MAIN STEAM BYPASS VALVE
MAIN FEED BYPASSVALVE

VALVE POSITION SLOWDOWN SYSTEM RABY CH
VALVE POSITION SLOWDOWN SYSTEM RABV CH
CHORDAL OENSITY-SROKEN LOOP CL
CHORDAL DENSITY-BROKEN LOOP CL
CHORDAL DENSITY-SROKEN LOOP CL

DE-SL-OOZA
OE-SL-0026
DE-BL-002C
DE-SL- 10S
DE-SL-ZO5

CHORDAL
CHORDAL
CHORDAL
AVERAGE
AVERAGE

DENSITY-BROKEN
DENSITY-BROKEN
DENSITY-BROKEN
DENSITY-BROKEN
OENSITY-SROKEN

LOOP'
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP
LOOP

HL
HL
HL
CL
HL
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TABLE A-i (continued)

M9a suramet
t49nti fi Cltion

Oc-PC-001A
Di-PC-0Ol3
CE-pC-aD iC
OE-PC-002A
OE-PC-0028

0E -PC-00ZC
0E-PC- 105
DE-PC-20S
PEP 16541l-22
PE-OC-0OZA

FE-PC-0O23
F-c-aP-OZC

- iST-001
FE:ISr002
Fi-oC-2O 1

FR-PC-205
FR-PC-206
FTP1:65-FIZZ
FT-PO04-012
r7-9004-72-2

FT-P 128-085
F74P123-104
PT-P139-27-1
FT-P13927-2
FT-P1339927-3

LEPOT-P 139-007
LS-ECC-01lA
LE-1 PlO
LE-lST-001&2
LE-3Fl0

LE-3UP-OOI
LIT-PlZ0-013
LIT-P1ZO-O 14*
LIT-P 120-089
LT-P004-008A

Measurement
09scrioti on

CHORDAL
CHORDAL
CHORDAL
CHORDAL
CHORDAL

DENS ITY-INTACT
DENSITY-INTACT
DENSITY-INTACT
DENSITY-INTACT
DENSITY-INTACT

LOOP
LCCP
LOOP
LOOP
LCOP

CL
CL
CL
I4L

CHORDAL DENSITY-INTACT LOOP HL
AVERAGE DENSITY - INTACT LOOP CL
AVERAGE DENSITY - INTACT LOOP HL
FLOW RATE Fl HEATING GAS LINE
VELOCITY-INTACT LOOP HOT LEG BOTTOM

VELOCITY-INTACT LOOP HOT LEG MIDDLE
VELOCITY-INTACT LOOP HOT LEG TOP
VELOCITY DOWNCO?4ER STALK 1
VELOCITY OOWNCOMER STALK 1 LOWER
MASS FLOW RATE - HL TURBOENS,

MASS FLOW RATE - HL DOMDENS
MASS FLOW RATE - HL TURB'OO
ANNULUS GAS FLOW RT ORFICE DELTA P
FLOWRATE-Sre.AZ FLOW CONDENSER IN
.FLOWRATE-SCS FEEDWTER

FLOWRATE-HPIS PUMP 8
FLOWRATE-HPIS PUMP A
FLOWRATE-INTACT LOOP
FLOWRATE- INTACT LOOP
FLOWRATE- INTACT LOOP

DISCHARGE
DISCHARGE
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT

QUID LEVEL - PRESSURIZER C41.3
ACCUMULATOR A LIQUID LEVEL
COOLANT LEVEL-FUEL ASSY 1 LOC F10
COOLANT LEVEL-INSTR STALK 1 LP-& 0
COOLANT LESVEL-FUEL ASSY 3 LOC F10

COOLANT LEVEL-UPPER PLENUM
LIQUID LEVEL A - BWST
LIQUID LEVEL 3 - BWST
LIQUID LEVEL - ACCUMULATOR 8
STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL NARROW RANGE
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TABLE A-1 (continued)

Measurement

LT- Pa04-008B
LT-PO04-042
LT-PO04-O8A
LT-PO04-0882
L. - 138-033

LT-P138-058
ME-PC-002A
ME-PC-0028
ME-PC-0022.
ME-PC -002

ME-I1ST-0O01
NE-ZHOS-26
NE-4H08-26
NE-6H08-26
PCEý-SLH-001

POE-B L4-OOZ
PDE-SLH-003
POE-ELH-004
POE-ESL-COS-
POT-PI139-006

POT-P139-007
POT-PI39-030
POT-PI139-30A
POT-PI139-306
PE-ELH-001

PE-BLH4-002
PE-BL'4-003.
PE-BL-QO01A
P E-BL-002A
PE-PC-002

PE-PC-005
PE-PC-006
PTP165-01-19
PTP165-01-20
PTP 165-01-2

Mea surement
Cescrioti on

LI~QUID LEVEL-SCS SECCNGARY WIDE RANGE
CONDENSATE RECEIVER LEVEL
STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL NARROW RANGE
STEAM GEN LEVEL WIDE RANGE
LIQUID LEVEL-fiST A

LIQUID LEVEL-fiST 8
MOMENTUM FLUX-INTACT LOOP HL BOITTCM
MOMENTUM FLUX-INTACT LOOP HL MIDDLE
MOMENTUM FLUX-INTACT LOOP HL TaP
AVE MOMENTUM FLUX-INTACT LOOP HL

MOMENTU FLUX-INSTR
NEUTRON DETECTOR IN
NEUTRON DETECTOR IN
NEUTRON DETECTOR IN
01FF PRESS I.PIS SRK

STALK 1 00
CORE FA#2
CORE FA#4
CORE FA#6
LN2 VENTURI HIGH

01FF
01FF
01FF
01FF
01FF

PRESS LPIS SRK LN VENTURI LOW
PRESS LPIS ERK LN VENTURI HIGH
PRESS LPIS SRK LN VENTURI LOW
PRESS LPIS fiRK UL ACROSS FILTER
PRES ACROSS PRESSURIZER CHANGE

01FF PRES ACROSS PRESSURIZER CHANGE
DELTA P - REACTOR VESSEL
DELTA P-PRIMARY COOLANT PUMP
DELTA P-INTACT LOOP SG
ASS PRES LPIS SRK LN UPSTRM VENTURI

ABS PRES LPIS SRK LN
ABS PRES LPIS SRK LN
PRESSURE-BROKEN LOOP
PRESSURE-BROKEN LOOP
PRESSURErtNTACT LOOP

UPSTRIM FILTER
UPSTRM VENTURI
COLD LEG
HOT LEG
HOT LEG

PRESSURE-INTACT LOOP REF.
PRESSURE-INTACT LOOP REF.
PRESS-PCS ON 01 SAMPLE LINE
PRESS-N2 SUPPLY-01 SAMPLE LINE
01 PURGE GAS PRESSURE
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7ABLE A-I (c~ntinued)

Mea suremnent

PTP 16 -Fl 40
PTP 165-Fl-3C

PTPISS-F-43A

PTP6-PO0-022
PTP6-PO0-034

PT-PO04-085A
PT-PlZO-029
PT-P1004-043
PT-PI38-056

PT-P 138-056

PT-P 139-004

PT-P9139-042
PT-0139-05:-1
RS-T4-096
RE-T-77-lAl
RE-t-77- IAZ
RE-i _77-2A1.

RE-T-77-2AZ
RE-?-77-3Al
RE-7-77-3AZ
RE-T-85- 1
RE-T-35-Z

RE-T-36-3
RE-T-86-4
RE-r-87-4A1
RE-T- 37-4A2
RPS-PC-00 1

RPE-PC-002
RP-CRDM2-PT
RP-CRDMZ-TC
RP-C ROM 4-PT
RP-CRCM4-TC

Mea surement
Ceser' otion

RSCCMBrNER PURGE GAS PRESSURE
ARGON SUPPLY PRESSURE
PRSSS-Fl CARRIER GAS LINE
PRESS-Fl LINE-UPSTI4 FLOCV ORIFICE
PRESS-Fl CARRIER GAS LINE

PRESS-FZ-LINE-tJPSTl4 FLOW~ ORIFICE
PRESSUR&-SCS 10 INCH LINE FROM SG
CONDENSATE RECEIVER PRESSURE
PRESSURE-SCS FEEDWATER
PRESSURE-SCS 12 INCH CCNOENSOR TaN

PRES5URE-ECCS ACCUMULATOR B
PRESSURE-ECCS ACCUMULATOR A
PRESSURE-9ST VAPOR SPACE CH B
PRESSURE-BST VAPOR SPACE CH C
PRESSURE-INTACT LOOP HOT LEG CHANNEL C

PRESSURE CONTAINM4ENT CHAN 3
PRESSURE-PRESSURIZER
BST RAM
M IS-POWER RANGE CHANNEL A PEAK
NIS-POWER RANGE CHANNEL A LEVEL
NIS-POWER RANGE CHANNEL 8 PEAK

NIS-POWEll
NIS-POWER
NIS-POWER
NI S-SOURCE
NIS-SOURCS

RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE
RANGE

CHANNEL 8
CHANNEL C
CHANNEL C

CHANNEL 1
CHANNEL 2

LEVEL
PEAK
LEVEL

MIS-INTERMEDlIATE RANGFE CHANNEL 3
NIS-INTEaMEDIATE RANGE CHANNEL 4
N4tS-POWER RANGE CHANNEL 0 PEAK
M IS-POWER RANGE CHANNEL 0 LEVEL
PUMP SPEED-PRIMARY COOLANT PUMP 1

PUMP SPEED-PRIMARY
IOD POSITION ROD 2
ROD POSITION ROD 2
ROD POSITION ROD 4.
.RCD POSITION ROD 4

COOLANT PUMP 2
CR0 PULSE TOTALIZER
TURNS COUNTER
CR0 PULSE TOTALIZER
TURNS COUNTER
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TABLE A-I (centinued)

Measurement
%oentif I~ cation

RP-CRDM6-PT
RP-CRCM6-TC
RP-CRCMS-PT
RP-CRCM8-TC
SP-SLH-001

SP-BL14-OOZ
SP-SLH-003
S P-B LA-004
S P-BL.H-005
S P -SLH-006

S P-B Lý-OC7A
SP-SLiH-0078
SP-BLH-008
SP-PC-002B
S P-P 139-0 19

SP-P13g-azO
SP-SG-003
SP-SG-004
SP-I1ST-0as
ST-B LH-001

ST-BL"4-00Z
ST-B U4-00 3
ST-3L-001A
ST-SL-OC2A
ST-PC-002

ST-PC-005
ST-P 139-05-1
TC-5108-27
TC-5KC8-27
TC-SM04-27

TC-SMOS-27
TEP 165-012 lB
TEP 165-P13OA
TEP'165-F1-38
TEP165-F1-8A

Measurement
Cescri ~ti on

ROD
ROD
ROD
ROD
SAT

SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT
SAT

POSITION ROD 6
POSITION ROD 6
POSITION ROD 8
POSITION ROD 8
PRESS-LPIS BRK

CR0 PULSE TOTAL:'z.R
TURNS COUNTER
CR0 PULSE TOTAL'IZER
TURNS COUNTER
LN INLET

PRESS-LP IS
PRESS-LPIS
PRESS-LPIS
PRESS-LPIS
PRESS-LPIS

ERK
BRK
BRK
ERK
BRK

LIN
LN
LN
LIN
LN

IN LET
GAMMA SPECT
GAMMA SPECT
FILTER INLET
VENTURI INLE

SAT PRESS-LPIS BRK IN VENTURI INLE
SAT PRESS-LPIS BRK IN VENTURI INLE
SAT PRESS-LPIS BRK LN VENTURI OUTL
SATURATION PRESS-INTACT LOOP HL.
SATURATION PRESS-PRESSURIZER

SATURATION PRESS-PRESSURIZER
SATURATION PRESSURE.STEAN GENERATOR
SATURATION PRESSURE, STEAM GEN, MICOLE
SATURATION PRESS-OWNCOMER STALK I
SAT TEMP-LPIS BRK IN UPSTRI4 VENTURI

SAT T24P-LPIS BRK L4 UPSTRM FILTER
SAT TEMP-LPIS BRK L'4 UPSTRM VENTURI
SAT TEMP-BROKEN LOOP,CL
SAT TEMP-BROKEN LOOP ,HL
SATURATION TEMP. INTACT LOOP, HL

SATURATION
SATURATION
T-24P FUEL
TEEMP FUEL
`TEMP FUEL

ITEMP, INTACT LOOP, CL
ITEMP, SG INLET
CENTERLINE/FA5 PIN IS
CENTERLINE/FA5 PIN KS
CENTERLINE/FAS PIN M4

27
27
27

TEMP FUEL CENTERLINE/FAS PIN M8 27
NITROGEN PURGE GAS PIPE TEMPERATURE
TEMP-Fl LINE-OUTLET RV
PIPE TEMP OS OF DILUTION FILTER Fl
TEMP-Fl CARRIER GAS LINE
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IAML A.-1 (canti nuad)

Measurement
identi fication

Tc?165-F1-88

TEP 165-FZ-38

T E-BLH-OO2TE-BU4-003
TE-SLH-004
TE-KLH-005
TE-&i.4-OC6

TE-SLjA-007A

7E-Su4-00oa
TE-BLc-008
TE-PC-002A
TE-PC-0023

TE-P004-C5S4
TE-P l2CO-01
TE-P!2ZO-027
TE-Pl120-041

:E-120 102

TE-P139-23-2

TE-P139-32-1

TE-P141-094
TT-SG-0O1A
TE-SG-002A

TE-SG-O003
TS-SG-00 4
TE-SG-005
TE-SV-O001
TE-S V-002

Id.IS ur~rn~nt
~,scr~ otion

TEMP-Fl LINE UPSTM FLOW ýRIFICE
TEMP-Fl CARRIER GAS LINE
TEMP-PZ LINE-UPSTI4 DILUTION FILTER
TEl4P-F2 LINE-UPST?4 FLOW ORIFICE
WALL TEMP LPIS aRK Lt4 INLET

STM TEMP LIPIS BRK LN.14LET-
STm TEMP LPIS, 3RK LN GAI4MA SPECTROMETER
WALL TEMP LPTS SRK UI GAMMA SPECTROMETER.
STh TEMP LPtS BRK L4 FILTER INLET
WALL TEMP LPIS BRK 1.2 FILTER INLET

STM TEMP LPIS BRK LII VENTURI INLET
STN TEMP LPIS BRK LII VENTURI INLET
WALL TEMP LPIS BRK LII VENTURI OUTLET
TEMP-INTACT LOOP HlL BOTTOM
TEMP-INTACT LOOP 41L MIDDLE

TEMP-INTACT LOOP HlL TOP
CONDENSATE RECEIVER TEMPERATURE
LIQUID TEMP-SWST
LIQUID TEMP-ECCS, ACCUI4 3
LIQUID TEMP-ECCS ACCUM A

LIQUID TEMP-ECCS LPIS HX 3 OUTLET
TEMPERATURE-PRESSURIZER VAPOR
TEMPERATURE-PRESSURIZER LIQUID
COOLANT TEMP-INTACT LOOP COLD LEG
TEMPERATURE-INTACT LOOP COLD LEG

PRIMARY COOLANT HOT LEG TEMP CHANNEL
PCCS HEAT EXCH INLET TEMP
PCCS HEAT EXCH OUTLET TEMP
CCOLANT TEMP-IL SG INLET PLEENUM
COOLANT TEMP-IL SG OUTLET PLENUM

L'QUID TEMP-SCS SGS DOWNCCMER
LIQUID TEMP-SOS SG DOWNCCMSR
LIQ - TEMP SCS SG OOWNCCMER.
LIQUID TEIP-8ST STALK 1-107.2
LIQUID TEMP-BST STALK 1-93.0
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TABLE A-1 (continued)

Measurement
Identi ficati~n

Measurement
Oescriot' on

TBr.-S V-003
TE-S V-004
TE-SV-005
TiB-S V-0C6
7E-S V-007

LI QUID
LIQUID
LIQUID
LIQUID

LIQUID

LIQUID
LIQUID
LIQUID
LIQUID

TEMP -8ST
TEMP-BST
TEMP-6ST
TE-MP-8ST
TEMP-SST

T24P-8ST
TEMP-BST
TEMP-GST
TEMP'PBST
TEMP-EST

STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK

STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK
ST ALK

1-74.7
1-57.2
1-39.0
1-14.7
2-107.2

2-93.0-
2-74.7
2-S7.2
2-39.0
2-14.7

TE-S V-008
TE-S V-009
TE-SV-0 10
TE-S V-O11
TE-SV-012

TE-TOSS-002
TE-IA11-030
TE-1810-037
TE-1811-028
TE-1811-032

TE- IC11-021
TE-1C11-039
TE- 1F07-0 15
TE-lIF07-026

TB- 1ST-002
TE-1ST-003
TE-IST-004
TE-I1ST-005
TE- LST-006

TE-1ST-008
TB- IST-00OS
T'E-IST-01O
TE-IST-011
TB- IST-01Z

TE-1ST-013
TE-1ST-015
TB- IUP-O001
TE-I1UP-002
TE-IUP-005

TEMPERATURE-CONTAINMENT AMBIENT
TEMP-C LAODD IN/FAI PIN All 30 IN.
TEMP-CLADDING/FAl PIN 910 37 IN.
TEMP,--CLADDING/FAI PIN 811 28 IN.
TEMP-CLAOOING/FAl PIN 811 32 IN.

TEMP-CLADDING/FAl PIN
TEMP-CLADDING/FAI PIN
TEMP-CLAODING/FAl PIN
TEMP-CLADDING/FA3 PIN
COOLANT TEMP-RV INSTR

Cll 21 IN.
Cil 39 IN.
F7 15 IN.
F7 26 IN.
STALK 1 DC

CCOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT

COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT'
COOLANT

COOLANT
COOLANT
CCOLANT
fC:,CLANT
COOLANT

TEMP -RV
TEMP-RY
TEMP-RV
TEMIP-RV
TEMP-RY

TEMP-RY
TEMP-RV
TEMP-RV
TEMP-RV
TE.MP-RV

INSTR
INSTR
I NSTR
INSTR
INSTR

INSTR
1NSTR
INSTR
INSTR
iNSTR

STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK

STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK
STALK

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

DC
DC

DC

LP
LP

Lo
LP

TBMP-RV INSTR STALK 1 LP
TEMP-RV INSTR STALK 1 DC
TEMP-UPPER END BOX
TEMP-UPPER END BOX
TEMP-ON OTT IE-iUP-1
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7A8LE A-i1 (c:vitI Iued)

Measuremtent
identifi4cati on

'=-IUP-006
rS-iUP-007
Im-2E08S-045
T;-ZP07-015
TE-2F08-032

TS-2P09-026
TE-ZG14-011
TE-2G14-030
Tr-2G14-045
T;-2H02Z-2Z3

Tc-2H,13-021
TE-2H13-049
TT~-714-028
ic-ZN 14-032
T E-2.4 1-026

TE-ZN 15-041
TE-ZI 14-021
7E-ZI 14-039
Tc W-P001
TS-ZLP-002

-E-2LP0-03
TE-ZUP-OO 1

TS-2UP-003
TE-2UP-004

TE-ZUP-0O5
TE-3A11-030
TE-3311-028
TE-3811-032
TS-3C1:-0ZI

TE-3C11-039
TE-3 F07-026
TE-3UP-001
TS-3UP-006
TE-3UP-008

4easurement
..escr! nti cn

METAL TEMP-SUPPORT
METAL TEMP-SUPPORT
TEMP-CLAOOING/FAZ
TEMP-CLAOOING/FAZ
TEMP-CLAOOING/1GFAZ

COLUMN
COLUMN

P IN E3
PIN F-7
PIN F3

PAIL
FA 1

45 IN.
is IN.
32 IN.

TEMP-CLAOOING/PA2
TMP9-CLACOING/R2A
TEMP-CLADOING/FA2
TBMP-CLAOOING/FA2
TEMP-CLAGOI1NG/PAZ

-SMP-CLAOOING/PA2
12MP-CLADOING/PA2
TSMIP-CLAOOING/ PAZ
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA2
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA2

PIN
PIN
P IN
PIN
P IN,

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

P9 26 IN.
G14 11 IN.
G14 30 IN.
G14 45 IN.
H2 28 IN.-

H413
H413
H141
H141
His5

21
49
28
32
26

IN.
IN.
IN.
IN.
IN.

TEMP-CLAODING/FA2 P
TIM'P-CLADDING/FA2 P
TEMP-CLADOING/PA2 P
COOLANT TEMP-LOWER
COOLANT TEMP-LOWER

COOLANT TE4P-LOWER
COOLANT TEMP-UPPER
COOLANT TEMP-UPPER
COOLANT TEMP-UPPER
METAL TEMP-SUPPORT

IN
'IN
'IN
ENO
END

1415 41 IN.
114 21 IN.
114 39 IN.
IBOX

MOX

ENO BOX
ENO Box
ENO Box
.ENO BOX
COLUMN PAZ

METAL TEMP-SUPPORT COLUMN
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA3 PIN All
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA3 PIN 911
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA3 PIN 811
TEMP-CLAODING/FA3 PIN C11

PA2
30 IN.
28 IN.
32 IN.
21 I.N.

TEMIP-CLAOOING/FA3 PIN Cll 39 1N.
TEMP-CLAOOING/PA3 PIN P7 26 IN.
COOLANT TEMP-UPPER ENO BOX
METAL TEMP-SUPPORT COLUMN PA3
TEMP-COOLANT LLT ABOVE PA3
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,ABLE A-i (continued)

Measurement
idemti ftcation

TE-3UP-O 10
TE-3UP-011
TEC-3UP-01Z

3E-UP-0 13
TEE- 3UP-014

TE-3UP-015

T E-3UP-a16TE-4ECS-045
TS-4.07-Ol5
TE-4F08-032

'E-4G08-021.
TE-4G14-011
TE-4Gi4-030
TE-4G14-045
TE-4H13-015

TP-4H13-037
TE-4H14-O28
TE-4H15-026
TE-4H15-041
TE-4114-039

7:-4LP-O001
Tz-4LP-003
TE-4UP-0a 1
TE-4UP-00Z
TE-4.UP-003

TE-4UP-004
TE-4UP-O05'
TO-SC06-027
TE-SC06-066
TE-SC07-042

TE-SCOB-010
TE-5C09-027
TE-SC10-027
TE-SC12-0 10
TE-SCIZ-027

Measurement
Oescr".tion

7TEMP-COOLANT
TEN P-COO LANT
TEMP-COOLANT
TEM-P-COOLANT
TEMP-COOLANT

LLT
LLT
LLT
LLT
LLT

ABOVE
ABOVE
ABOVE
ABOVE
ABOVE

PA3
PA 3
FA3
FA3
FA3

TEMP-COOLANT LLT A
TEMP-COOLANT LLT A
TEMP-CLAODING/FA4
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA4
TEMP-CLAODIHG/FA4

TE4P -C LADOINGI FA4
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA4
Te4P-cLAooING/FA4
TEMP-ClA00ING/FA4
TEMP-CLAOOING/FA4

TEI4P-CLADOING/FA4
TE.MP-CLADDING/FA4
TEMP-CLADOING/FA4
TENP-CLAODING/FA4
TEMP-CLADOING/FA4

hBOVE
BEOVE
PIN E
PIN
PINF

PIN G
PIN C
PIN C,
PIN Cý
PIN HN

PIN H~
PIN 1.
PIN I
PIN I
PIN I

END
END
END
tEND
tENO

FA3
FA3
8S 45 IN.
7 15 IN.
'S 32 IN.

~a z1
i14 11
~14 3C
~14 4S
113 IS

IN.
IN.

IIN.
IN.
IN4.
IN.
IN.
IN.

113
114
is5

115
:14

37

41
39

COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT

TEMP-LOWEF
TEJ4P-LOWEF
TEMP-UPPEF
TEMP-UPPEF
TEMP-UPPEF

Box
Box
Box
Box
Box

METAL TEMP-SUPPORT COLUMN FA4
METAL TEMP-SUPPORT COLUMN FA4
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE FAS LOC CS 271"
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE FAS LOC C6 66 IN
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FA5 PIN C7 42"

TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FAS PIN C9 10"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FAS PIN C9 27"
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE PAS LOC CIO 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN C12 10"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN C1Z 27"
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TIABLE A-i (cantinuea)

IMeasurement
Tdents ficition

TE-5009-027

,,- sr41-0

TE-SE1-027

TE-C5E-032
TE-SE-042
TE-SF03-027
TE-SF09-010

TE-SF09-027
TE-SF13-066
TE-5G0 4-010
TE-SG04-027
TE-SG12-0 10

TE-SG12-027
TE-SG13-027
TE-5H06-027
TE-5H08-027
TE-5Hi0-027

TE-SHIZ-027
TE-5I03-027
iTE-5104-042
TE-5 112-042
TE-5J03-066

TE-SJ07-010
TE-SJ07-027
TE-SJ09-042
TE-5J 13-027
TE-5KOS-027

TE-5K11-027
TE-5L07-0 10
TE-SL07-027
TE-SL08-027
TE-SL09-042

'Aeasurement
Cescr' otf on

TEMP-tNTERNAL CLAD FA5 P.N1 09 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FAS PIN 013 42"1
TEMP-GUtOE TUBE FAS LWC ES 27"
TEEMP-GUIDE TUBE FAS LOC Ell 27"
SHROUD TEMP EAST SIDE 10 'IN.

SHROUD TEMP EAST SIDE 27 IN.
SHROUD TaMP EAST SIDE 32 IN.
SHROUD TEMP EAST SIDE 42 IN.
TE-MP-GUIDE TUBE FAS LOC F3 27"
TEM-INTERNAL CLA PAS PIN F9 10"

TEM-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN P9 27"
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE FAS LOC F13 66"
TEMP-INTIERNAL CLAD FAB PIN G4 10"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLA PAS PIN 04 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD0 PAS PIN G12 10"

TE-MP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN*012 27*
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN G13 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN H6 27"
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE PAS LOC H8 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN H10 27"

TEMP-GUIDE TUBE PAS LOC HIZ 27"1 -
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN 13 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN 14 42"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN 112 42"
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE FAl LOC J3 66"

TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN V7 10"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PA5 PIN V7 27"
TFEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN J9 42"
TEMP-GUIDE TUIBE PAS LOC J13 27"
TEMP-GUIDE TUBE PAS LOC KS 27"

TEEMP-GUIDE TUBE PAl LOC K11 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN L7 10"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FA5 PIN Li 27"
TEM4P-GUIDE TUBE PA5 LOC LS 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD PAS PIN L9 42"
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TABLE A-i (continued)

Measurement
Identi f-cation

TE-SM06-027
TE-SM07-0 10
TE-SM07-027
TE-5M09-042
TE-SM10-066

TE-5N-0 10
'E-SN-027
TE-5N-032
TE-SN-042
TE-SS-010

TE-SS-027
TE-SS-032
TE-SS-042
TE-SUP-004
TE-5UP-0 17

TE-5UP-019
TE-SUP-023
TE-SUP-024
TE-SUP-025
-TE-SUP-0Z6

TE-SUP-027
TE-SUP -028A
TE-SUP-028B
TE-SUP-029A
TE-SUP-0298

TE-SUP-030A
TE-SUP-0308
TE-SUP-03 1A
TE-5UP-03 18
TE-SUP-032A

Measurement
Ce scri oti an

TEMP-GUIDE TUBE FAS LOC M6 27".
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FAS P!N M7 10"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FAS PIN M7 27"
TEMP-INTERNAL CLAD FA5 PIN M9 42"
TEMP-GUIDE TIUBE FAS LCOC M10 66 IN

SHROUD
SHROUD
SHRCUO
SHROUD
SHROUD

TEMP
TEMP
TEMP
TEMP
TEMP

NORTH
NORTH
NORTH
NORTH
SOUTH

SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
SIDE
SIDE

10
27
32
42
10

IN.
IN.
IN.
IN.
IN.

SHROUD TEMP SOUTH SIDE
SHROUD TEMP SOUTH SIDE
SHROUD TEMP SOUTH SIDE
COOLANT TEMP-UPPER END
COOLANT TEMP-UPPE.R END

27 IN.
32 IN.
42 IN.
Box
Box

COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT

COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT

COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT
COOLANT

TEMP
TEMP
TEMP
TEMP
TEMP

TEMP
TEMP
TEMP
TEMlP
TEMP

TEMP
TEMP
TEMP

TEMP

UPPER
UPPER
UPPER
UPPER
UPPER

UPPER
UPPER
UPPER
UPPER
UPPER

UPPER
UPPER
UPPER
UPPER
UPPER

END
END
END
END
END

END
ENO
END
ENO
END

END
END
END
;:ND
,END

Box
Box
Box
Box
BOX

Box
Box
Box
Box
Box

Box
Box
BOX
Box
Box

TE-SUP-0328
TE-5UP-033A
TE-SUP-0338
TE-SUP- 188A
TE-SUP- 1888

COOLANT TEMP - UPPER END
COOLANT TEMP - UPPER END
COOLANT TE-MP - UPPER END
METAL SURFACE TEMP-UPPER
METAL SURFACE TEMP-UPPER

Box
Box
Box
END BOX
END BOX
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7ABLE A-i (c:ntvint.ac)

"Si surement
:denti "cat~on

?E-SUP-188C
T'E-SUP- 1880
TE-SUP- 194GI
TS-SUP-19&G2
TE-SUP-i979i

TE-SUP-19782
TE-SUP-212GI.
TE-5UP-212G2
TE-BUP-ZiS5i
TE-SUP-21582

Meuasurement
e.-scri oti on

MET AL
METAL
METAL
METAL
METAL

METAL
METAL
METAL
METAL
METAL

SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE

SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE
SURFACE

T TMP-UP PER
TiEMP-UPPSR
TEMP-UPPER
TeMP-UPPER
EFMP-UP PER

TEMP-UPPER
TEMP-UPPER
TEMP-UPPER
TEMP-UPPER
TEMP-UPPER

END BOX
ENO Box
E-ND Box
END Box
END aOX

ENO BOX
END BOX
END Box
END Box
END Box

C.4D Box
END Box
ENO BOX
ENO Box
IN.

IN.
IN.'
IN.
45 IN.
37 IN.

TE-SUP-250GG
iEcSUP-25181
TE-SUP-2S 182
TE-SW-0 10

TS-S W-027
-TE-SW-032

TE-SW-0 42SE-508-045
?Eh.-V07..37

TE-SF09-041
TS-6G03-039
TE-GG14-011
TE-6G14..O3O
TE-6G14-045

TE-6H413-0 15
TE-iH13-037
TE-61H14-023
TE-iH14-032
TE-61415-026

TE-61 14-02 1
TS-6I14-039
rE-GLP-001
TE-6LP-002
TE-SLP-003

METAL SURFACE TEMP-UPPER
METAL SURFACE TrEMP-UPPER
METAL SURFACE TEMP-UPPER
METAL SURFACE TEMP-UPPER
SHROUD TEMP WEST SIDE 10

SHROUD TEMP WEST SIDE
SHROUD TEMP WEST SIDE
SHROUD TEMP WEST SIDE
TE?4P-CLACDING/FAG PIN
TEMP-CLAODING/FAS PIN

TEMP-CLADING/FAG PIN
TEMP-CLADDING/FA6 PIN
TEMP-CLADDING/FA6 PIN
TEMP-CLACDING/FA6 PIN
TEMP-CLADDING/FA6 PIN

TeMP-CLAOOING/FA6 PIN
T94P-CLAODING/FA6 PIN
-TE.MP-CLADDING/FAG PIN
TE?4P-CLADDING/FA6 PIN
TEMP-CLAODING/FA6 PIN

27-
32
42
Es
F7

F9 41 IN.
G8 39 IN.
G14. 11 IN.
G14 30 IN.
G14 45 IN.

H413
H413
H144
H141
Hi15

is
37
28
32
26

IN.
IN.
IN.
IIN.
IN.

TEMP-CLADDING/FAG
TEI4P-CLADOING/FA6
COOLANT TEMP-LOWER
CCOLANT TEMP-LOWER
COOLANT TEMP-LCWER

PIN
PIN

ENO
END
END

114 21 IN.
114 39 IN.
IBox
IBox
Box
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Intact loop 
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FigureA -1. Axonometric representation of the LOFT primary coolant system.
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Differentlia pressure
transducer for feedwate
liquid level LT.P0046.8-
& 389

Differential pressure
transducer for feedwater

Iwaterliquid level LT.P004.8A,
& 8AA

Secondary side
coolant temperature
thermocouple, TE.SG.5

I ~Secondary side
Coolant temperature
thermocouple. TE.SO.4

.1 ~ Secondary side
- _________coolant temperature

thermocouple. TE.SG.33
\<~i \"Primary side

coolant temperature
thermocouples
T3.SG-2 & 2A
Primary coolant outlet

hNEL.MCL.130A

Figure I4 nstrujment Locations-
Sýteam Generators
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Pressure relief line

Pressurizer pressure
measurement
PT-P1 39-5 -

Measurement for liquid
Slevel (3 places) (typical)

LD.P139-6. POT-PI39-8
LO-PI39-7. PDT.PI39.7
LO.P139-8. POT-PI39-a

Vapor temperature
thermocouple
TE.PI39-i9-

heaters (4 kW eac

.-i ureA-

INEL-MCL-2104

lstr-xent LocaticflS - Press~irizer
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Relief noule

AY measurement
for liquid level
UT.P12044,87 (ACC-A)
UT.P1320-30,ag (ACC41)-

LS-ECC.OIA-N
Accumulator
tank pressure
PT-0120.43 (ACC.A)
PT-PI 20.29 (ACC.B3)
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APPENDIX B

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER CODES USED FOR THE ANIALYSES

The RELAP5/M4OD2 computer code (B-1.) was used to calculate the transient

thermal-hydraulic responses for the LOFT System during Experiment LP-FP-2.

The SCDAP/MODl (B-2) computer code was used to calculate the core behavior

in detail during the heatup phase. This appendix gives a summary of the

more important features of these two codes.

0.1 RELAP5/MOD2 Computer Code

RELAPS/MOD2 is an advanced, best-estimate computer program developed at the

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the analysis of Loss-of-

Coolant Accident (LOCA) and other PMR transients.

RELAP5/?40D2 is based on a one-imensional, nonhomogeneous and nonequili-

brium transient two-phase flow model for the flow of steam-water-noncon-

densible mi.xtures in LWR cooling systems. A generic modeling approach is

used in which thermal-hydraulic system components are "built" by means of

code input, from basic code components, such as fluid control volumes,

junctions, pipes, heat structures, reactor kinetics and control components.

A few specialized hydrodynamic models are provided for components such as

separators, jet pumps, turbines, valves and accumulators, but specializa-

tion has been avoided as much as possible in order to produce a cods having

few inherent limitations.

The two-phase fluid model consists of two phasic mass, two momentum and two

energy equations. In RELAP5/MOD1, only one energy equation (the mixture

energy equation) is used along with the specification that one phase exists

at the local saturation temperature. The use of a second energy equation

provides more flexibility to model more general nonequilibrium states.

The basic RELAP5/MOD2 two-phase model is supported by constitutive models'

for interphase drag, interphase mass transfer, wall heat transfer, and wall

friction. All of these constitutive models are closely related through the
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geometry of the two-phase mixture or the flow regime. The interphase drag

and wall friction models dominate the nonhomogeneous character of the

mixture while the interphase mass transfer and wall heat transfer models

dominate the nonequilibrium character of the flow.

Special process models are incorporated into the basic hydrodynamic model

for phenomena that are either too complex for mechanistic modeling or in-

volve large spatial gradients and would require fine nodalization to accu-

rately resolve. Examples of these processes are form losses, abrupt area

changes, choked flow, and reflood.

The hydrodynamic model is solved in a staggered mesh using, as the basic

option, a semi-implicit finite difference scheme which is stable for time

steps lesser than the material Courant limit. The implicitness is chosen

such that a system of linear equations results which can be reduced to a

single pressure equation. The system of pressure equations form a sparse

matrix of order equal to the number of hydrodynamic volumes and is solved

directly using a sparse matrix routine. The remaining dependent variables

are calculated by back substitution. The user can also use a quasi-implicit

numeric scheme as an option (for more details see Reference B-1).

Heat transfer processes are modeled by means of "heat structures" in which

a transient heat conduction solution is used with a variety of boundary

conditions including convective heat transfer to fluid control volumes. The

heat structures can be used to model nuclear fuel pins, steam generator

tube walls, and piping system boundaries with environmental heat losses.

The convective boundary condition uses a boiling heat transfer to the

steam-water system. In general the transient heat conduction solution is

obtained using an one-dimensional implicit centered difference scheme which

results in a tridiagonal matrix for each heat structure. However, when the

reflood model is used, a two-dimensional conduction scheme is used for cy-

lindrical or rectangular heat structures. The two-dimensional finite diffe-

rence equations are solved using the Alternative-Direction Implicit (ADI)

method, and a fine mesh-rezoning scheme is implemented to efficiently use

this two-dimensonal heat transfer model for reflood calculations.

The solutions of the heat transfer package are explicitly coupled to the

hydrodynamics and are advanced at a time step equal or greater than the hy-

drodynamic time step. Again, the code gives the user the option to use a
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quasi-implicit coupling between the hydrodynamic arnd the heat transfer

m odels.

The reactor kinetics model is a-point formulation and includes moderator,

Doppler, and boron concentration feedback. The reactor kinetics model is

advanced in time using a Runge-Kutta integration scheme with a truncation

error time-step control. The integration interval may be smaller than the

thermal-hydraulic time step; however, the feedback functions are updated

only at each thermal-hydraulic time step.

The reactor controls are simulated by means of control components such as

summers, function generators, integrators, differentiators, delay lines,

lead/lags, and a rotating shaft for coupling of turbines, pumps, genera-

tors, and motors. The control system integration is performed by a serially

implicit Euler scheme using the same time step as the thermal-hydraulic

system.

3*.2 SCDAP Computer Code

TheSCDP/OD1comutr cde(B.2), (33), (3.4) has been developed: a t the

INEL under the sponsorship of the Office of Research of the United States

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. SCDAP models the progression of light water

reactor core damage following a LOCA, including core heat-up, cladding bal-

looning and rupture, oxidation, hydrogen generation, fission *product re-

lease, and control rod and fuel mateial liquefaction and relocation.

Version 21 of the SCOAP/MODI code uses ther-mal-hydraulic boundary condi-

tions to calculate the behavior of fuel bundle components provided they

have not signi-ficantly lost their original geometry. The structures treated

by SCDAP/MODl/V21. include fuel rods, control rods, and a shroud. This capa-

bility was extended~to include empty control rod guide tubes or instrument

tubes using the fuel rod component. The fuel rod component models calculate

the thermal response, the mechanical response, and the response during the

early stages of disruption of the fuel rod. The thermal models consider the

important thermal effects, which include convective and radiation heat

transfer, heat conduction, zircaloy oxidation, and transport of hydrogen.

The thermal models also consider the radiation heat exchange between the

component surfaces and the coolant fluid. The cladding oxidation model in-

cludes the hydrogen blanketing and steam limitation effects, and both side
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oxidation (only available for the latest code version 21). The mechanical

models predict the ballooning of cladding and several consequent effects.

Cladding ballooning results in reduced flaw area and an increased cladding

surface, both of which affect rod cooling and hydrogen generation rates.

The models which describe the early stages of disruption predict the amount

of liquefied fuel and cladding material and the relocation position. Addi-

tional models are provided to describe oxidation, liquefaction, and solidi-

fication of control rods and guide tubes. A thermal shroud component model

is built in, which utilizes fine nodalization to calculate heat conduction

through multiple material layers.

The material properties used in SCDAP are obtained from Reference 5.5 with

additional information for the control rod and shroud insulator material

(ZrO 2) supplied by the fuel module design engineers (5.6)
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APPENDIX C

RELAP5/M002 INPUT DATA FOR EXPERIMENT LP-FP-2

The input data used for the RELAPS/MOD2 base case posttest calculation of

Experiment LP-FP-2 presented in section 5 is on microfiche in a pouch on

the inside of the report back cover.

Microfiche titled "F2PSTSS" contains the steady state input deck. Micro-

fiche titled "IF2PSTTT" contains the input deck for the initiation of the

transient; arnd finally microfiche titled "FPZRCR' contains the input decks

for the successive core renodalizations.
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SCDAPIMOD1 INPUTl DATA FOR EXPDERIEN LP-FP-2
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APPENDIX D

SCDA? LOFT INPUT DATA FOR EXPERIMENT LP-FP-2

Listing of SCDAP input data prepared for the center bundle analysis presen-

ted in section 8.2 is provided on the attached microfiche in the pouch on

the inside of the report back cover. The title of the microfiche is

"SCDRCR5".
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APPENDIX E

COMPUTER RUN STATISTICS

In order to assess the computational efficiency of one code the NRC recom-

mends to use (see Table 4 in Reference E-L) the following parameters:

1. Plot of CPU Time vs. Transient time

2. Plot of Time Step vs. Transient time

3. Grind time (in ins), defined as

CPU x 1000

C x DT

where

CPU is the total execution time in s

DT is the total number of time steps

C is the total number of control volumes in the model

4. Type of madhine used to perform the calculations

In the following sections we present the run statistics we got in our

calculations

E. I. RELAP5/M002 Run Statistics

Figure E-1 shows the CPU time versus the transient time consumed in the

RELAP5/MOD2 base calculation (section 5). Here we note that RELAP5/MOD2/

36.04 set to zero the CPU time counter every time we made a renodalization.

We think this is a code deficiency and it should be corrected in future

code versions.

In any case, Figure E-2 presents the right curve, showing the total accumu-

lated CPU time versus transient time. The total CPU time was 61.43 hr on a

CDC CYBER 830 machine for a total of 1850 s of transient time. This makes

an average ratio of 120 CPU/PROBLEM TIME for the LP-FP-2 transient. However
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the average ratio for almost all the transient *is about 70 CPU/PROBLEM

TIME, except for two particular time periods. First of all, at about 600s

the code began to reduce the time step (increasing drastically the CPTU

time) due to water property errors in the LPIS line. Initially this LIS

line was simulated using 3 volumes. To avoid this code instability we

reduce the line to only 2 volumes, recovering the average ratio of 70 for

the CPU time. And finally, when the core reflood started, (1770s) we were

forced to reduced the maximum time step down to lms to get convergence

(Very hot core reflooded by cool water). This again increased dramatically

the total CPU time.

The grind time for this case was calculated as follow

221,36. x 1000 = 26.6 mns,

134 x 61,988

too high compared to standard RELAP5/MOD2 calculations. However, the reader

should be aware of the complexity of the LP-FP-2 transient and the two code

problems above mentioned.

The run time of the- sensitivity study was practically the same as the base

case calculation.

E.2 SCDAP/MOD1 Run Statistics

The CPU time used for the analysis is not available in the SCDAP graphic

file. Therefore we can only use the grind time to assess the SCDAP

efficiency.

The total CPU time was 2. 16 hr of a CDC CYBER 830 for a total of 1350 s of

transient time. This makes an average of 5.8 CPU-to-problem time ratio. The

grind time was calculated to be

- 7772.5 (CPU sec)x100=697m

5 Ccoinponents)x2254 (time steps)

Though the CPU time-to-Problem time ratio is better for SCDAP than for

RELAP5, the SCDAP grind time (the best code efficiency parameter) is much
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higher than the FtELAPS one, because of the complex nature of the

thermo-mechanical phenomena simulated with SCOAP.

E.3 References
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